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ABSTRACT

Models for the distribution of quaking aspen concentration in geographic and potential
evapotranspiration spaces relevant to the Book Cliffs (UT), 2000-2002.

by

Joseph O. Sexton, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2003

Major Professors: Dr. R. Douglas Ramsey, Terry L. Sharik
Department: Forest, Range, and Wildlife Sciences

Quaking aspen is the most widely distributed tree species in North America and
an asset to sociological, ecological, and hydrological land values in the western United
States. In recognition of these values, land managers seek means to oppose a regional
decline of aspen in the Intermountain West—a decline apparently in progress since the
close of the Pleistocene and driven by climate change, fire suppression, and increasing
ungulate densities. One location of special relevance to this decline is the Utah-Colorado
Book Cliffs, a discrete boundary of quaking aspen’s geographic range and a potential
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biogeographic corridor between the sub-alpine communities of the Utah and Colorado
Rocky Mountains.
To inform land management plans for the Book Cliffs and develop methods
applicable on public lands across the region, a spatial database of aspen concentration,
potential, and threat was created for a 10 450-ha pilot section of the area. Raster GIS data
layers of fuzzy landcover concentration and monthly potential evapotranspiration (pET)
were created from field measurements and satellite remotely sensed imagery. The
Hutchinsonian niche concept was generalized with fuzzy-sets and likelihood theories to
accommodate measurements of continuous landcover-class membership, and values of
aspen’s fuzzy Hutchinsonian niche were regressed over a ~10% sample of the aspen-pET
cells using regression trees. Applying the niche model over the cell population created an
aspen pET-habitat map, and subtracting measured from expected concentrations created a
map of potential aspen concentration change.
Validation of aspen’s model pET niche showed that aspen concentration is
strongly constrained by unmanageable water relations, but aspen’s high spatial
aggregation suggests that net-positive local feedbacks maintain aspen concentration
above expectation at many locations. Also, under-occupation of aspen habitat is strongly
correlated with Douglas-fir concentration, and by manipulating the latter two factors
within the limits imposed by water balance, aspen physiology, and management logistics,
the landscape may be coarsely managed to increase aspen concentrations.
These results are to be used in the Book Cliffs as spatially explicit hypotheses for
adaptive ecosystem management, these methods are under consideration for application
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in similar ecoregions, and these interpretations may better accommodate niche theory to
geographic ecology.

keywords: quaking aspen, GIS, potential evapotranspiration, adaptive ecosystem
management, niche, fuzzy sets, regression trees, habitat, constraint, determinism,
likelihood, spatial analysis
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1.

Quaking aspen
Quaking aspen (Populus tremuloides, Michx.) is the most widely distributed

native tree species in North America, coinciding largely with the North American
distribution of the boreal forest but extending southward to the tropics at increasing
elevations (Fig. 1.1). In the intermountain western United States, aspen is valued for its
sociological, ecological, and hydrological amenities; however, despite the desirability of
its presence on the landscape, the species’ coverage therein has declined since 19th
century European-American settlement (Table 1.1). This loss is linked to interactions
between quaking aspen physiology and post-Pleistocene climate change (Baker 1925;
Cottam 1954, 1966, 1976; Barnes 1966; Maini 1968), succession to conifers following
20th century fire suppression (Baker 1925, 1949; Meineke 1929; Jones 1967; Loope 1971;
Schier 1975; Mueggler 1976; Jones and DeByle 1985); and overgrazing by wild and
domestic ungulates (Gruell 1970; Krebill 1972; DeByle 1985; Kay 1993, 1999, 2001a, b;
Hart and Hart 2001; Rolf 2001); and, if allowed to continue on its current trajectory, may
result in the forfeiture of substantial land value.

1.1.1. Resource values
Quaking aspen currently occupies over 1.5 million hectares in the Intermountain
West (Table 1.1), and is considered an asset in a likewise broad array of values.
Sociologically, aspen is an aesthetic resource to recreationists (Johnson et al. 1985), but
due to low stumpage prices and high cost of extraction from remote locations, is of little
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Figure 1.1. Global distribution of quaking aspen (Little 1971). The species range
coincides largely with that of the North American boreal forest, but extends south to
below the 25th parallel at high elevations.

3
Table 1.1. Current and historical cover of aspen in the Interior West (from Bartos and
Campbell 1998a).
State
Colorado
Utah
New Mexico
Wyoming
Arizona
Idaho
Montana
Nevada
Total

Current aspen
(ha.)
444 306
571 189
56 091
81 586
11 604
248 608
84 418
47 507
1 545 309

Historical aspen
(ha.)
875 201
1 172 274
456 671
174 584
288 352
643 819
236 270
no data
3 847 170

Decline
(ha.)
430 896
601 084
400 580
92 998
276 748
395 175
151 851
-2 349 332

Decline
(%)
49
51
88
53
96
61
64
-60

direct value to the timber or pulp economies of the Intermountain West (Wengert et al.
1985). Ecologically, aspen canopies transmit more sunlight than do the coniferous
canopies to which aspen-dominated sites convert, and this local environment appears to
support greater biodiversity (Kay 1997) and forage biomass (Mueggler 1985) than do
later-seral mixtures. Hydrologically, aspen-dominated watersheds have been shown to
transmit more water through surface- and ground-flow per annum than do watersheds
dominated by coniferous trees, due to negligible transpiration and high snow transmission
by dormant-season aspen canopies (Gifford et al. 1984).

1.1.2. Geographic decline
Changes in environmental factors appear to have reduced aspen’s coverage of the
Intermountain West over the past two centuries. Aspen reproduction appears to be
constrained by water supply (Section 1.1.2.1), its metabolism constrained by water
demand (Section 1.1.2.2), and mortality of young aspen stems may be driven by
herbivore concentrations (Section 1.1.2.3). Each of these relationships is supported by a
noted change in these environmental factors preceding and/or concurring with the noted
decline in aspen cover over the Western United States.
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1.1.2.1. Reproductive constraints. Quaking aspen seeds are short-lived, and
quaking aspen seedlings have a narrow tolerance range with respect to temperature and
moisture (Maini 1968). In the western United States, climatic conditions favoring
germination and recruitment occur extremely rarely, and so disturbance-triggered asexual
reproduction, or “suckering,” is credited with maintaining extant quaking aspen coverage
(Barnes 1966). In many locations this reproductive constraint results in the persistence of
spatially discrete aspen patches composed of one or more clones ranging in size from a
few meters to nearly 200 ha (Barnes 1976, Figs. 1.2, 1.3).

Figure1.2 Small, single-clone stand of quaking aspen in the Book Cliffs study area.
Notice the decadent age structure characterized by older individuals and extreme lack of
recruitment.
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Figure1.3. An expansive, multi-clone stand of quaking aspen in the Ashley
National Forest, Utah. The photo was taken in late spring, 2000—notice the strong
positive relationship between aspen and snow presence at this time of year.
Baker (1925) and Cottam (1966) linked aspen decline to post-Pleistocene climatic
drying, describing the scenario in which growing-season soil moisture has become
increasingly insufficient to allow recruitment from aspen’s prolific seed crops; and
Cottam (1954) concluded from this that some western clones may be older than 10 000
years. This broadly time-scaled climatic constraint on aspen reproduction is likewise
manifested broadly in space, as the highest historical rates of loss in the U.S. have been
calculated in the arid states of New Mexico and Arizona (Table 1.1).
1.1.2.2. Metabolic constraints. Quaking aspen is classified as shade-intolerant
due to its high respiration-to-photosynthesis ratio in low light compared to sympatric
conifers (Baker 1949, Bazzaz 1979), and instances of adult stem mortality resulting from
shading by conifers have been reported by Loope (1971) and Schier (1975). In the
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absence of disturbance sufficient to trigger reproduction and remove shade-tolerant
plant species, sites require from 70 to 200 years (Baker 1925, Meineke 1929, Jones 1967)
to traverse trajectories from aspen- to conifer-dominated communities (Mueggler 1976).
Thus, by removing wildfire’s constraint on coniferous tree establishment (as well as its
triggering effect on aspen’s asexual reproduction), 20th century fire suppression programs
appear to have allowed the current decadence and type conversion of aspen stands (Jones
and DeByle 1985).
1.1.2.3. Mortality constraints. Herbivory of aspen by elk (Cervus elaphus, L.)
(DeByle 1985), and diseases exacerbated by concomitant stem damage (Gruell 1970,
Krebill 1972, Hart and Hart 2001) have been linked to local declines. Kay (1993, 2001a,
b) and Rolf (2001), for example, reported instances where, despite prolific regeneration
following disturbance, aspen stems were unable to become established due to elk
browsing. Domestic ungulate densities increased from zero-value following EuropeanAmerican settlement, and Kay et al. (1999) found that current elk densities over large
parts of western North America are higher than at any other time in the archaeological
record. Given a positive relationship between aspen predators and aspen predation, these
increases in ungulate density over the Western U.S. may have driven the aspen decline by
severely constraining recruitment on most sites.

1.2.

Study area

1.2.1.

Location
The 10,450-ha study area is located in the Book Cliffs near the Utah-Colorado

(U.S.A.) border (Fig. 1.3), on the steeply dissected north-facing slope of the southern
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crest of the Tavaputs Plateau. In the Ecoregion framework (McNab & Avers 1994), the
2000- to 3000-m-elevation Tavaputs Plateau (Section M341B) is an approximately 230km latitudinal band that descends gently into the semiarid Uinta Basin (Section 341C) to
the north and drops abruptly into the arid Northern Canyonlands (Section 341B) of the
Colorado Plateau to the south (Fig. 1.3). Bounded longitudinally by these comparatively
arid regions, the Tavaputs Plateau forms the most contiguous biogeographic link between
the higher sub-alpine communities of Utah’s Overthrust Mountains and Colorado’s
North-Central Highlands of the Rocky Mountains. The Book Cliffs and the study area
within them thus constitute a residence and potential corridor for the long-term
movement of flora and fauna between larger, continuous expanses of sub-alpine climates
and associated biotic communities (Fig. 1.4).

1.2.2.

Climate
Monthly mean temperatures averaged across the Tavaputs Plateau range from –5°

to 20° C, and the Plateau’s average annual temperature is approximately 7° C (Fig. 1.6).
Plateau-average monthly precipitation totals range from 28 to 39 mm, and the total
annual precipitation average for the Plateau is approximately 408 mm. Temperatures are
strongly seasonal; and precipitation shows weakly bimodal seasonality, but due to sparse
climate station coverage of the area, summer convective thunderstorms may be underrepresented in the interpolated maps from which these data were drawn (PRISM, Daly et
al. 1994).
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Figure 1.4. The biogeographic context of the study area. The study area, highlighted in yellow near the center of the image, is located
on the narrow latitudinal band of aspen-supporting soils (highlighted in purple; data source: NRCS Plants database).
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Figure 1.5. Distribution of Ecoregion Provinces across the western United States. The
study area is located on the Tavaputs Plateau, (Ecoregion M341B, in yellow). Similar
ecoregions (M341A, C, in orange) occur in semiarid, moderate-to high elevation areas in
Nevada and southwestern Utah.

1.2.3. Vegetation
The vegetation of the study area (Appendix B) can be described most succinctly with
respect to landform. The canyon bottoms and broader ridges have sagebrush (Artemisia
tridentata, Nutt.) overstories, with variable understories of several species of grasses and
forbs, of which Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis, L.) and common yarrow (Achillea
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Figure 1.6. Tavaputs Plateau monthly mean temperatures (tmean) and total precipitation
(precip). (data source: PRISM, Daly et al. [1994]).
millefolium, L.) are notably common. The narrow ridges and drier canyon sides are
populated by mixes of serviceberry (Amelanchier spp., Medicus), birchleaf mountainmahogany (Cercocarpus betuloides, H.B.K.), piñon pine (Pinus edulis, Engelm.), Rocky
Mountain juniper (Juniperus scopulorum, Sarg.), and shrubby clones of Gambel oak
(Quercus gambellii, Nutt.). On these landforms, mountain-mahogany and serviceberry
gain slight canopy dominance respectively on west- and east-facing slopes nearer the
heads of the canyons, while piñon and juniper strongly dominate the ridges and sides
further away from the canyon heads (i.e., broadly down-slope on the Tavaputs Plateau).
Northwest- to northeast-facing slopes are generally mixes of Douglas-fir, taller-stems of
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Gambel oak, and spatially discrete patches of quaking aspen (Fig. 1.7). Where ridges
terminate into canyon bottoms within the study area (i.e., Fig. 1.7, lower left), small
patches of quaking aspen often appear at the points where the minor canyons converge,
and “stringers” of quaking aspen also occupy the bottoms of slight, presumably moister,
crenulations in otherwise smooth east- and west-facing slopes.
The northern boundary of the study area truncates a longitudinal and elevational
trend of increasing conifer density. The most prevalent of these conifers in the study area,

Figure 1.7. Northeast-facing stand of quaking aspen in the Book Cliffs, highlighting
patch discreteness. The peak in the upper right portion of the image is located on the
southern crest of the Tavaputs Plateau. The junction of the side canyon inhabited by
aspen with the main canyon forms a point at the lower left of the image, and this
landform—although not in this case—often supports small patches of aspen.
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Douglas-fir is scattered across all landforms except the broader, sagebrush-dominated
canyon bottoms, and increasingly dominates all but these as the Tavaputs Plateau dips
gently to the north. In the absence of fire, successional dynamics of aspen and other
communities in the study area appear to stabilize in Douglas-fir dominance—although on
toe slopes, aspen communities appear to convert to sagebrush-dominated communities
typical of sites with deeper water tables.

1.2.4.

Economically important mammals
The Book Cliffs support populations of elk, mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus,

Rafinesque), black bear (Ursus americanus, L.), and mountain lion (Puma concolor, L.),
and are summer range for domestic cattle (Bos taurus, L.) and sheep (Ovis ovis, L.). In
situ anthropogenic use of the study area is largely located along the few roads and
includes natural gas extraction, cattle and sheep ranching, and mule deer, elk, and black
bear hunting. A few neighboring areas within the Book Cliffs are logged for Douglas-fir
sawtimber.

1.3.

Objectives
Realizing the relevance of the decline in aspen populations to land value,

biologists and land managers seek means of assessing and rehabilitating the coverage of
aspen over the Intermountain West. The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Vernal
District Field Office (VFO) has been involved in a major planning effort for the Book
Cliffs area of Utah, and has consulted the Remote Sensing/ Geographic Information
Systems (RS/GIS) Laboratory at Utah State University through the USU/BLM Landscape
Ecology Modeling and Analysis (LEMA) Center to assess the location, extent, condition,
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and trends of the Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii, Mirb.)/ quaking aspen
communities within the Book Cliffs area (Sharik et al. 1999).
As part of that program, this study was done primarily to map quaking aspen and its
habitat, and secondarily to estimate management potential to maintain or increase aspen
coverage in the Book Cliffs. Maps of aspen and Douglas-fir concentration were created
from field measurements, digital elevation models (DEMs), and satellite remotely sensed
imagery; and, as an integration of reproductive and metabolic drivers of aspen cover, a
spatio-temporal series of potential evapotranspiration (pET) was estimated over the study
area and used to define the axes of aspen’s model pET niche. The model niche was spatially
projected to map aspen’s pET habitat, and an expected-measured validation map was interpreted
as spatially explicit expectation of change in aspen cover.
Information products relevant to the VFO’s management of the Book Cliffs aspen
include:
1) a model of quaking aspen’s pET niche as realized within the study area,
2) study-area maps of:
a) quaking aspen cover,
b) Douglas-fir cover,
c) monthly potential evapotranspiration (pET),
d) quaking aspen pET habitat, and
e) expected change in aspen cover.
Each of these pieces of information will focus the VFO’s aspen-management efforts in
the Book Cliffs, and together they comprise a database of aspen presence, potential, and
threat, which can be imported into the VFO’s existing Geographic Information System
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(GIS) for future analysis and planning. By modeling both management and biological
constraints, a map of potential aspen increase is provided finally as an example of a
spatially explicit hypothesis of managed aspen increase, to be iteratively tested and
modified by adaptive ecosystem management in the Book Cliffs.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODS
2.1.

Location
For spatial consistency with available digital elevation models (DEMs) and

Landsat Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) imagery, a raster spatial model of the
study area was defined using the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection (Zone
= 12N, datum = Clarke 1866) to measure 30-m x 30-m square locations in the Book
Cliffs onto cells xi for i = [1, N = 116 116]. The extent of reference was defined with the
northern edges of four USGS 7.5-min topographic quadrangles (Appendix C) creating the
northern boundary, and a road traversing the crest of the Tavaputs Plateau creating the
eastern, southern, and western boundaries (Fig. 1.4). Temporal dimension was left
undefined due to the unavailability of historical landcover data.

2.2.

Landcover

2.2.1. Definition
Raster fuzzy set theory (Zadeh 1965, Wang 1990) was used to formalize the
measurement of fractional landcover values at locations within the study area. The
landcover partition, Alandcover = {a} = {aspen, Douglas-fir, non-forest}, was defined on x,
with the general membership function µa( ) referring the fuzzy membership unit µ to the
fraction of a referent location occupied by quaking aspen, Douglas-fir, or “other.”
(Because quaking aspen and Douglas-fir together comprise the thematic extent of tree
species in the study area, the class “other” is synonymous with “non-forest,” and
therefore the label “non-forest” is used to refer to the complement of the set {aspen +
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Douglas-fir}.) The fuzzy class-membership values µaspen(x), µDouglas-fir(x), and µnonforest(x)

were thus defined as fractional cover measurements of the respective classes in

each cell x, and were restricted to lie in the range [0,1] (Eqn. 2.2.1.a) and sum to 1.0 at
each location (x) (Eqn. 2.2.1.b),

µ a ( x) ∈ [0,1] ,

(2.2.1.a)

∑µ

(2.2.1.b.)

a∈A

a

( x) = 1.0 ,

Further, classes a ∈ A land cov er were restricted to be non-empty in X:

∑µ

x∈ X

a

( x) > 0 .

(2.2.1.c.)

2.2.2. Measurement
Although numerous statistical modeling protocols exist to calibrate the
membership functions µA( ) between a fuzzy-partitioned event µA(x) and a vector of
predictor variables (e.g., Bezdek et al. 1984, Foody et al. 1992, Foody 1996), each of
these protocols assumes a training dataset measured via a single protocol. Extreme
topographic relief in the Book Cliffs made traditional forest inventory techniques
exceptionally expensive, and mixed Douglas-fir/aspen canopies were indistinguishable
from pure aspen on available panchromatic and color aerial photographs. Therefore,
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despite forfeiture of established modeling methods, individual measurement methods
for each µa(x) were chosen to maximize landcover information gained per unit of field
effort.
The smooth spatial continuity of Douglas-fir canopy cover in the Book Cliffs
necessitated spatial interpolation of µDouglas-fir(x) from a sample of forest mensuration
plots to the population of cells, but the discrete patchiness of quaking aspen cover and the
steep, parallel canyons of the study area facilitated an initial field census of binary aspencover patches, from which the µDouglas-fir(x) were then subtracted. The non-forest class was
defined and its membership values were calculated to comply with the unit-summation
axiom of fuzzy set theory (Eqn. 2.2.1.b).
2.2.2.1. Quaking aspen. An ocular ground survey was conducted to measure the
locations of aspen-canopy patch outlines in the study area (Fig. 2.1, 2.2).
Closed polygons (i.e., with no enclosed “island” polygons) circumscribing quaking aspen
canopy patches were surveyed in the field along exhaustive transects over the study area
by a
pair of observers during the summers of 2001 and 2002, and the perimeters of these
polygons
were traced onto USGS 7.5 minute topographic quadrangles and digitized to form a
polygon
(i.e., vector spatial model) coverage (Fig. 2.2, Table 2.1).
To preserve the mixed-pixel information at the edges of aspen polygons, the
coverage was rasterized to a 3-m thematically binary grid (with 9-m2 pixels containing ≥
50% coverage of aspen-present polygons coded as 1.0 and < 50% coded as 0.0), and then
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coarsened to 30-m spatial resolution, with each 30-meter cell coded with the mean
value of the 3-m binary cells contained within its extent (Fig. 2.2.). (This two-step
rasterization to a grid of fractional cover was necessary because the POLYGRID
function of ARC/GRID (ESRI 2000) is unable to rasterize vector layers directly to
continuous, proportional-cover grids, and may have been responsible for a slight (~10meter) geographic shift of aspen cover values from their original spatial locations.) This
grid of fractional aspen cover, which contained only information measured from the
aspen-cover patch outlines, and whose cells for which µaspen(x) ∈ [0,1], was refined to
incorporate Douglas-fir canopy cover information within aspen patches (Section 2.2.2.3).
2.2.2.2. Douglas-fir. During the summer of 2001, a training sample of 139
forest-mensuration plots was placed in two randomly selected canyons within the study
area (Fig. 2.1). The plots in each canyon were spaced approximately 200 meters apart
along elevation contours and randomly between 100 and 200 meters apart across
elevation contours.
Douglas-fir trees within each sample plot were divided into three strata:
overstory: those tallied as “in” a 10-BAF prism sample; midstory: via the point-centerquarter method (viz. Bonham 1989), those that were: a) not “in” the overstory stratum, b)
>1.5m tall, and c) ≤ 15.0 horizontal meters from plot center, and understory: those that
were <1.5 meters in height and ≤ 15.0 horizontal meters from plot center. Measurements
for Douglas-fir individuals in each stratum were as follows: overstory: diameter (in.) at
breast-height (DBH); midstory: horizontal distance from canopy centroid to plot center
(0.5-m increment), length of longest horizontal (i.e., major) canopy axis (0.5-m
increment), and length of minor horizontal canopy axis, i.e., longest horizontal canopy
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Figure 2.1. Spatial sampling/survey design for field-measurement of aspen and Douglas-fir cover. Outlines of aspen stands were
surveyed from transects located along ridgetops and roads, and Douglas-fir DBH was measured in 139 plots placed within 2
randomly-selected canyons of the study area. The inset details the spatial distribution of Douglas-fir mensuration plots within the more
eastern of the two randomly-selected canyons.
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Figure 2.2. Rasterization of field-measured aspen polygons. To retain patch edge information at 30-m grain, the surveyed aspen-patch
polygons were rasterized as binary 3-m cells and then aggregated to 30-m cells of fractional cover. The insets detail for the yellowhighlighted region the effect of the rasterization process on the polygon edges.
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Table 2.1. Spatial summary attributes of the (N = 286) aspen-present polygons.
mean
standard deviation
median

area (m2)
7247.368
35368.896
21578.507

perimeter (m)
401.269
574.947
617.783

axis perpendicular to major canopy axis, (0.5-m increment); and understory: ocularly
estimated percent canopy cover, to the nearest 5 percent. Plot totals of Douglas-fir
canopy cover (Di) were calculated for each plot i in a spreadsheet (Microsoft Excel 2000)
as the sum of unweighted over-, mid-, and understory cover rates:

Di = Doveri + Dmidi + Dunderi ,

(2.2.2.2.a)

and rounded to the nearest one percent. These values ranged from 0% to 155%, reflecting
the potential for overlapping canopies (Fig. 2.3).
Overstory cover rate (Dover) of Douglas-fir was calculated for each plot i as the
sum of individual overstory crown areas Cij per hectare:

Doveri = ∑ C ij ha-1 ,

(2.2.2.2.b)

j

where crown area of a Douglas-fir individual (i.e., a single tree) (Cij) was calculated as
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Figure 2.3. Frequency histogram of Douglas-fir percent canopy cover (PCC), training
sample (n = 139).
the area of a circle with radius equal to half the estimated crown width (Wij):

⎛ Woverij
C ij = π ⎜
⎜ 2
⎝

2

⎞
⎟ .
⎟
⎠

(2.2.2.2.c)

Overstory crown widths ( Woverij ) were estimated from tree DBH by allometric equations
of the Central Rockies variant of the U.S.F.S. Forest Vegetation Simulator (Wykoff et al.
1982, Johnson 1997, Dixon 2001):
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Woverij =

0.017299( DBH ij )1.5571
0.001803

for 3.0 < DBHij < 10.0,

or
Woverij =

0.11 + 0.033( DBH ij ) + e( DBH ij ) 2
0.001803

for DBHij ≥ 10.0.
(2.2.2.2.d)

Midstory cover rate ( Dmid i ) for each plot i was estimated by dividing the mean
2

midstory crown area ( C mid i ) by the mean squared distance to plot center ( d i ):

Dmid i =

(C mid i )
(d i2 )

.

(2.2.2.2.e)

Mean midstory crown area, ( C mid i , Eqn. 2.2.2.2.e) was calculated from individual
midstory crown areas, C mid ij , which were calculated as ellipses,

C mid ij = π ⋅ x mid ij ⋅ y mid ij ,

(2.2.2.2.f)

where x mid ij is the length of the major axis and y mid ij is the length of the minor axis of a
midstory Douglas-fir individual (j)’s canopy.
Membership (i.e., concentration, or fractional cover) values of Douglas-fir,

µDouglas-fir(x), were interpolated from the (n = 139) sample to the (N = 116 116) population
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of grid cells X by: 1) retrieving, for each mensuration plot’s location (projection: UTM,
datum: Clarke 1866, Zone: 12N), a predictor vector from a series of raster multi-spectral,
topographic, and observed landcover grids (Table 2.2); 2) regressing Douglas-fir percent
canopy cover as a log-linear function of the predictors; and 3) interpolating the model
estimates over the study area population and dividing their values by 100. The
functionality of S Plus 2000 (Mathsoft 1999) and the subsequent task of programming the
model into GRID (ESRI 2000) restricted the form of the modeled relationship to
parametric functions and regression trees. Low sample size (n) further precluded the use
of regression trees, and so calibration of a generalized linear model (GLM; Hastie and
Pregibon 1992) in S Plus was specified to regress Douglas-fir percent canopy cover.
Douglas-fir PCC (Table 2.3) was tested for Poisson-distribution in the training
sample with the Index of Dispersion Test (Krebs 1999). The sample mean and variance
of Douglas-fir PCC were 3% and 2% respectively, and the variance:mean ratio was
therefore 0.67, supporting rejection of Poisson-distribution p(χ2 < 0.005, d.f. = 138).
However, extreme skew and low variance:mean ratio favored Poisson over Gaussian and
binomial distributions, and so Douglas-fir percent canopy cover was regressed using the
Poisson distribution despite the poor fit.
A source dataset of geo-rectified, terrain-corrected, spring and fall Landsat 7
Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) images, USGS 30-meter digital elevation
models (DEMs) (Appendix C), and the field-measured 30-m quaking aspen grid (Section
2.2.2.1) were available for modeling Douglas-fir percent canopy cover. Small n relative
to N and non-random spatial distribution of ground-truth data made spurious relationships
and over-fitting particularly likely, so to avoid these dangers, a small set of weakly
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correlated (Table 2.2) grids whose individual predictive potential had substantial a

priori support was selected from the source dataset.
Fall and spring Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) (Deering et al.
1975):

NDVI =

B 4 − B3
,
B 4 + B3

(2.2.2.2.g)

where B3 and B4 are Landsat Enhanced Thematic Mapper’s bands three (i.e., “red”
[0.630 : 0.690] µm) and four (i.e., “near infrared” [0.750 : 0.900] µm),
were chosen for their presupposed positive correlation to persistent-leaved vegetation
canopy cover. Landsat 7 ETM+ bands 1, 2, and 3 correspond respectively to the “blue”
([0.450 : 0.515] µm), “green” ([0.525 : 0.605] µm), and “red” ([0.630 : 0.690] µm)
absorption spectra of photosynthesizing vegetation (Jensen 1996), so a sum of fall
brightness values of these bands was chosen to discriminate bare soil from vegetation. A
sum of potential shortwave radiation for the months of November and April (Zimmerman
2000a) was included to integrate the ancillary effects of topography and low sun-angle in
the fall and spring Landsat-derived variables. Quaking aspen cover rate was included to
limit over-prediction of Douglas-fir cover in quaking aspen stands.
Interpretation of regression coefficients was confounded by the multi-source
nature of the predictor dataset, and inferences from such a model cannot be made
regarding the solely ecological or electromagnetic reflectance properties of the response.
However, the sign of each coefficient is intuitive; and every coefficient is highly
statistically significant, with standard error on each equaling less than one quarter the
estimated value (Table 2.4). The model accounts for approximately 68% of the null
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2

deviance in the data (D = 1- dr/dnull = 0.679), and is parsimonious with degrees of
freedom (D2adj = 0.668). Mean absolute error (MAE) is small relative to the [0,1] range of
the percent-cover theme, but presence of a few strong outliers is suggested by the large
standard deviation (SD) of the mean squared-error (MSE) and high MSE relative to the
MAE.

Table 2.2. Summary of predictor dimensions used for interpolating Douglas-fir percent
cover.
variable

Spring
4/12/2000
10:48 AM
NDVI
thematic
units: none
Fall
11/4/1999
10:49 AM
ETM
B1+B2+B3
thematic
units: none
NDVI
thematic
units: none
Topography/
shading
sum of
potential
shortwave
radiation
(April +
November)
thematic
units:
2
kJ/m /day

grain

spatial
2
unit: m
extent

temporal
unit: various (see below)
grain
extent
scale

thematic
unit: various (see below)
grain
extent
scale

scale

900

36/33*

ratio

~25 sec.

~25sec.

nominal

0.001

[-0.257 :
0.417]

ordinal
**

900

36/33*

ratio

~25 sec.

~25sec.

nominal

1

[76 : 271]

ordinal
**

900

36/33*

ratio

~25 sec.

~25sec.

nominal

0.001

[-0.128 :
0.371]

ordinal
**

900

‡

ratio

30 years
(see
section
2.3.1)

30 years
(see
section
2.3.1)

interval

1

[7583 :
70328]

ratio

Landcover
[0:1]
ratio
quaking
900
10,450
ratio
2 years
2 years
nominal
0.01 µ
aspen
ha
thematic
units:
fractional
cover
* Landsat path 36, row 33.
** remotely-sensed brightness values were not converted to radiances, and are therefore defined as ordinal-scale
thematic representations of reflectance. NDVI is an un-calibrated index of leaf area computed from the raw brightness
values, and so is also ordinal-scale.
‡ see list of digital elevation models included in mosaic, Appendix B.
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Table 2.3. Correlation matrix of Douglas-fir concentration predictor variables, training
sample (n=139).
fall ETM
B1+B2+B3

fall
NDVI

spring
NDVI

1.000

-0.471

0.204

spring +
fall
shortwave
-0.471

1.000

-0.094

-0.512

0.474

1.000

0.452

0.452

1.000

-0.625

fall
ETM 1+2+3
fall
NDVI
spring NDVI
spring + fall
shortwave
aspen % cover

quaking
aspen %
cover
-0.507

1.000

Table 2.4. Model summary and training-set validation of Douglas-fir percent cover
regression.
Coefficients:
(Intercept)
aspen
fall.b123
fall.ndvi
spr.ndvi
sen.shrtwv

Value
10.053
- 1.487
– 0.051
10.769
4.986
– 7.6 E-5

Null Deviance:
Residual Deviance:
D2

Std. Error
0.468
0.131
0.006
1.386
0.909
1.2 E-5

2167.299
693.7621

on 138 degrees of freedom
on 133 degrees of freedom

= 0.6798955

D2adj = 0.6678615
Mean absolute error
SD of MAE
Mean squared error
SD of MSE

=
=
=
=

p(χ2)
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.000

2.72213
5.75285
40.2672
197.316
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Estimates of fractional Douglas-fir cover, Ĉ i , were extrapolated across the
study area by applying the (linear) regression coefficients to the respective grids from
which the training data were sampled, log-transforming the result (Appendix D), and
dividing by 100. The interpolated grid, Ĉ , was then adjusted for random crown overlap
(viz. Crookston and Stage 1999) to create a penultimate grid of Douglas-fir concentration:

ˆ

D = 1 − e − (C ) ,

(2.2.2.2.g.)

and thematically “smoothed” to a grain of 0.1 membership units (µ) to more accurately
represent the uncertainty in the model predictions (Appendix E).
2.2.2.3. Final adjustment of landcover values to accommodate fuzzy axioms. To
accommodate the unit-interval membership axiom of fuzzy set theory (Eqn. 2.2.1.a), the
sum of membership values at each cell x were adjusted to 1.0 from above and below.
First, to ensure no cell had Σ µ a ( x) > 1.0 , at cells where µ aspen ( x) + µ Douglas − fir ( x) > 1.0,
a

the aspen and Douglas-fir membership values, µaspen(x) and µDouglas-fir(x), were equally
decreased by a value of

[ µ aspen ( x) + µ Douglas − fir ( x)] − 1
2

(2.2.2.2.h)

(Appendix F). Second, to ensure that no pixel x had Σ µ a ( x) < 1.0 , non-forest
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a

membership values were calculated for each cell as the remainder of the subtraction of
the aspen and Douglas-fir membership values from 1.0 (Appendix F):

µ non − forest ( x) = 1 − [ µ aspen ( x) + µ Douglas − fir ( x)] .

2.3.

(2.2.2.2.i.)

Potential evapotranspiration

To quantify water demand at each cell in the study area, potential
evapotranspiration (pETm) was defined to refer to the average daily depth of water
potentially removed from referent locations during each month of the non-leap year,
irrespective of vegetation composition µA(x). Actual evapotranspiration data for this area
were not available, so potential values were estimated from potential solar radiation grids
and PRISM monthly mean temperature grids (Daly et al. 1994). Arc Macro Language
(AML) routines (Zimmerman 2000a, 2000b, 2000c) were used to calculate pET, and
much of the description below is taken directly from these sources.

2.3.1. Shortwave radiation

Monthly potential shortwave (i.e., direct) solar radiation grids, in units of
kJ/m2/day, were calculated using an AML algorithm, described and available at
Zimmerman (2000a). The program, using hillshading algorithms derived from Kumar et
al. (1997), assumes a constant solar irradiation of 1367 W/m2, atmospheric transmissivity
of 0.8, and attenuation of beam radiation (from Kreith & Kreider 1978):

τ = 0.56 × (e −0.65 M + e −0.95 M ) ,

(2.3.1.a)
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where τ := solar radiation transmissivity of the atmosphere; and M := the mass of the
atmosphere for a given sun-altitude angle:

M =

[1229 + (614 ⋅ sin(α )) ] − [614 ⋅ sin(α )],
2

(2.3.1.b)

where α := sun-altitude angle for a given sun position (depending on latitude, date, and
local time) (Zimmerman 2000a). The factor 0.56 governs the asymptotic maximum of 0.8
transmittance at a sun-altitude angle of 90° (Zimmerman 2000a).
The program was run on a USGS 30-m DEM mosaic (Appendix C) for each
month of the non-leap year, with a time increment of one hour, and reference latitude of
39° N (i.e., the nearest integer geographic latitude to the study area). The study area
boundary on the input DEM was generously buffered to eliminate edge effects.

2.3.2. Diffuse radiation

Diffuse radiation grids, in units of kJ/m2/day, were computed using an ARC
Macro Language (AML) program (Zimmerman 2000b). As above, the program was run
on a USGS 30-m DEM mosaic for each of 12 (non-leap year) months, with a time
increment of one hour, reference latitude of 39° N, and a generous buffer around the
study area.
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2.3.3.

Potential evapotranspiration

Grids of monthly potential evapotranspiration, in units of 1 mm/day, were
calculated using an AML program (Zimmerman 2000c) that applies the empirical
equation calibrated for the arid western U.S. (Jensen and Haise 1963):

pET = 0.245 × 10 −4 × R × ((0.025 × T ) + 0.08) ,

(2.3.3)

to a set of monthly mean daily air temperature grids T, in units of °C, PRISM (Daly et al.
1994) and monthly mean daily total solar radiation grids, R, in units of kJ/m2/day, as the
sum of monthly shortwave and diffuse radiation grids. The estimates were truncated to
integer precision, so cell values estimated to lie within the range 0 < ETp < 1 were
rounded to zero and may thus have negative measurement bias up to 0.5.

2.4.

Fuzzy-sets generalization and likelihood
estimation of the Hutchinsonian niche

The empirically modeled niche of an organism is a description of its fundamental
niche, as it is realized within defined spatio-temporal and environmental dimensions
(Appendix A). Further, an organism’s fundamental niche—to paraphrase Hutchinson
(1957) in geometric and set-logical terms—is the subspace of its environmental phase
space wherein the “truth-value” of its presence is positive. The classical valuation of truth
as membership in the set {0,1} (viz. Halmos 1974) is generalized by fuzzy set theory
(Zadeh 1965) to containment, or continuity in the interval [0,1]; and axiomatically—as an
organism can occupy a location intermediately between complete presence and complete
absence—the presence of an organism at a location is likewise continuous and bounded.
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Thus, the ecological value of this generalized membership at a given location refers to
the unit-scaled concentration, or fractional cover, of the organism at that location.
Because measured sets of environmental axes rarely capture sufficient causation
with respect to the organism’s realized concentration, estimates of concentration contain
probabilistic as well as the noted membership information. Incorporating both of these
sources of information, the model niche is neither a curve nor a discrete sub-space of
presence in k environmental dimensions, but a continuous k-dimensional cloud of
concentration estimates. In practice, such a distribution is described by its central
tendency—or expectation—and its spread. In fuzzy-sets notation, Austin (1980)
effectively termed the model response curve as a vector of expected
concentrations µˆ a ( x) —where x is some location, µa(x) is the concentration of the
organism a at x, and the “hat” denotes that the value is estimated over environmental
axes. To describe the probabilistic information, I will refer to the goodness-of-fit between
the model response curve and the measured data as the response determinacy, dr.
Values of the response curve estimate—in units of the organism’s
concentration—the causal sufficiency between the defined environment and the
organism’s presence at a spatio-temporal location, and the determinacy measures the
precision of that relationship in terms of its likelihood given the data it summarizes.
Inversely, the constraint of the environment-organism relationship is simply the
complement of the response, µˆ ′( x) , and estimates the insufficiency of the environment at

a location to support occupation by the organism. The response/constraint indeterminacy,
d r′ , is the complement of the determinacy, and estimates the degree of probabilistic

uncertainty in the environment-organism relationship.
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The response curve is commonly regressed using methods based on likelihood
theory (Fisher 1922), the estimates µˆ ( x) thus being chosen to maximize their likelihood

L( µˆ ( x) | X, g)) given the data X and a model g. A measure of indeterminacy between a
response estimate and the data is residual deviance dr = -2ּlog(L( µˆ ( x) | X, g)), or minus
twice the log-likelihood of the estimate (Hastie et al. 2001). Because deviance is
proportional to the count of observations n, it is necessary to standardize dr over n. This is
redundant when X (and therefore n) is constant, as when comparing deviance between
two models of the same data, but is necessary when comparing model deviance between
n-variant subsets of X, as for example at terminal nodes of a regression tree.
Whereas the niche is the distribution of the organism in some environmental
phase space and the response curve is the central tendency of that distribution, the habitat
of an organism is merely the projection of the response in geographic space. Habitat (i.e.,
response), constraint, determinacy, and indeterminacy are all geographically mapped
simply by estimating—via the set of environmental variables upon which they are
defined—their respective values over geographic location.
To graph the niche in phase space, eight aspen-pET response curves—each
associated with one month of the growing season—were estimated with Generalized
Additive Models (GAM; Hastie and Tibshirani 1990). The models were calibrated in S
Plus 2000 (Mathsoft 1999), using the Friedman Super-smoother with four target degrees
of freedom. The curves were graphed over a time-series of pET axes, and the
determinacies of each model were graphed over linear time.
To map the response/constraint and the determinacy/indeterminacy of aspen with
respect to pET, aspen’s response curve was regressed on a sample of cells using
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Classification and Regression Trees (CART; Breiman et al. 1984) in S Plus 2000
(Mathsoft 1999). Regression trees were specified because they assume no a priori
distribution, are insensitive to linear transformations of the data, algorithmically perform
variable selection (Breiman et al. 1984), and, most importantly, produce a model form
that can be readily applied in a GIS. A statistical module extension (STATMOD; Garrard
2003) for ArcView 3.2 (ESRI 2002) was used to interpolate the habitat map on the pET
grids from a text file of the calibrated—i.e., estimated or “fitted”—S Plus tree model.
To minimize spatial autocorrelation of aspen concentration while maximizing
sample size n, a random sample of roughly 10% of the cell population was selected for
regressing aspen’s response curve over pET. Thus, the average sampling lag was
approximately 10 cells (300 m), for which the spatial auto-correlation coefficient of
aspen concentration was 0.052 (Fig. 2.4). At each selected observation, values of pET for
each growing season month (March to October) were stored in a vector along with the
measured concentration of aspen in that cell. Cells with missing values on any dimension
were removed, yielding a final training sample of 11,530 observations, or 9.93% of the
population.
An initial regression tree was calibrated with 128 terminal nodes and mean
residual deviance of 0.030. Ten-fold cross validation of the original tree showed that
population estimation error would be minimized with a tree of 40 terminal nodes (Fig.
2.5). The final tree was produced by “pruning” the original tree accordingly, iteratively
removing the single node responsible for the smallest reduction in tree deviance until a
tree with 40 terminal nodes remained. Response and indeterminacy values were
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Figure 2.4. Population spatial correlogram of landcover concentrations (N = 116 116).
interpolated across the cell population by applying the final tree to the pET vector at each
cell in the population from which the training sample was drawn.
The model aspen-pET niche/constraint dimension was subtracted from the
measured aspen presence/absence dimension using GRID (ESRI 2000). This calculation
validated expected on measured aspen concentrations, and the geo-spatial distribution of
the validation dimension provided a map of over- and under-occupied habitat.

2.5.

Spatial analysis

Beyond mapping itself, three formulae were used to quantify the spatial
distribution of thematic values: the spatial (and spatio-temporal) correlogram, the spatial
variogram, and a lagged aggregation index (hereafter referred to analogically as the
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Figure 2.5. Regression tree deviance as a function of: (top) tree complexity and (bottom)
tree size (i.e., number of terminal nodes), as estimated by ten-fold cross validation of the
original aspen-pET regression tree.
“aggregram”). The correlogram was expanded to simultaneously graph both the spatial
and temporal correlation structure in pET, but the generalization to two dimensions from
the traditional single spatial dimension is intuitive and requires no formal explanation.
The variogram was used conventionally to quantify dispersion between cells and their
neighbors at specified distances, or lags, but was implemented in a non-traditional way—
this implementation is described below. The aggregram is a decomposition of the
variogram, from which the squaring of the error terms is removed—the formulation of
the aggregram is also described below.
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2.5.1. Spatial variogram

The population variogram:

2γ (h) =

1 Nh
[ µ ( xi , j ) − µ ( xi ± h , j ± h )]2 ,
∑
N (h) i =1

(2.5.1.a)

where the lagged variance 2γ(h) is the average squared difference between a cell xi,j and
its neighbors at lag distance h, was calculated in ARC/GRID (ESRI 2000) as a diagnostic
of spatial distribution. To arrive at the implemented form, the notation was first
simplified by treating the averaging operation as a function with the squared difference as
the argument:
2γ(h) = avg[(xi,j – xi± h,j±h)2].

(2.5.1.b)

But, because xi±h,j±h is actually a set of cells:

xi±h,j±h := {x1, x2, …, xN(h)},

(2.5.1.c)

where N(h) is the count of cells h units away from cell xi,j—approximately equal to 2πh—
Eqn. 2.5.1.b is equal (by substitution) to

2γ(h) = avg[(xi,j – x1)2, (xi,j – x2)2, …, (xi,j – xN(h))2],

(2.5.1.d)
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or, since the averaging operation is associative,

2γ(h) = avg[(avg(xi,j) – avg(xi±h,j±h))2].

(2.5.1.e)

Finally, because xi,j is a single point, its average equals its value (i.e., avg(xi,j) = xi,j), and
so the usable form of Eqn. 2.5.1.a is:

2γ(h) = avg[(xi,j – avg(xi±h,j±h))2],

(2.5.1.f)

which can be implemented in ARC/GRID via the following function:

<outgrid>_h = POW((<ingrid> – FOCALMEAN(<ingrid>, ANNULUS, h-1, h+1),2),

(2.5.1.g)

where <outgrid>_h is the output grid of lagged variance values, <ingrid> is the input
landcover grid, and h is the lag distance. Obtaining the mean lagged variance value for
the population at a given lag is simply a matter of recording the mean displayed by the
DESCRIBE procedure in ARC/GRID. Looping Eqn. 2.5.1.g over a range of h creates a
vector of lagged variances over h, and plotting this vector over h graphs the population
variogram of the input landcover grid.

2.5.2.

Spatial aggregram
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The variogram shows neither the sign nor the spatial distribution of spatial
variation, and the universal concentrations of aspen and Douglas-fir are below their
thematic grain (µaspen(X) = 0.057 < 0.1; µDouglas-fir(X) = 0.064 < 0.1). Therefore, to quantify
the population average deviation from random spatial distribution across a series of
explicit grain values h, the (population-) mean-adjusted, un-squared difference from a
lagged mean was calculated in the same fashion as the variogram (Eqn. 2.5.1.g):

⎤
1 ⎡ 1 h
g h ( xi ) =
µ ( xi ± h, j± h ) − µ ( xi , j )⎥ ,
⎢
∑
µ ( X ) ⎣ N (h) h =1
⎦
*

(2.5.2)

where µa(xi,j) is the thematic value of cell xi,j in class, and xi±h,j±h is one of the 8 cells
separated from xi,j by a distance of h units in each cardinal direction. The index shares the
unit and range of the input theme, its magnitude shows the average difference between a
cell’s value and the mean of neighboring values (at lag h), and the sign of the index
shows the direction of that relationship. Large positive values, therefore, reveal greater
concentration at the focal cells than the average concentration at a distance (interpretable
as “clumping” or “aggregation” at lag h), and large negative values reveal strong spatial
“overdispersion” or “uniformity” at lag h. Values near zero indicate spatial randomness at
lag h.
Projection of gh(x) over spatial dimensions produces maps of the spatial
aggregation of µ(x) as calculated over lag distance h. The (population) mean and standard
deviation of gh(x) give an expectation and dispersion of the aggregation of µ(x) at h, and
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the standardization (via division) over their respective universal concentrations µa(X)
allows comparison of values of gh,a(x) for class a to those of other classes a΄ to reveal
differences in “scales” of pattern (or more accurately, grains of pattern, as extent is held
constant).
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
3.1.

Location

The model universe, X, is of 900-m2 spatial grain (30-m side-length, square cell)
and 10 450-ha extent, the constancy of which over all thematic dimensions permits the
spatial identity of events x ∈ X. Spatial scale is ratio, and the spatial unit is a 30 x 30 –
meter cell. The model space is 2-dimensional, and therefore height is reduced to a zerovalue constant. The model is not intended for temporal inference, and therefore, although
individual variables may have temporal definition, none is defined for X as a whole.

3.2.

Landcover

The application of fuzzy set theory to raster geo-spatial data (Wang 1990)
formalized the projection of the vegetation canopy volume onto a geographic plane (Fig.
3.1), and the membership values µa(x) were thus interpretable as fractional cover rates, or
concentrations, of the classes “aspen,” “Douglas-fir,” and “non-forest” on that plane,
given the axioms of raster fuzzy set theory (Eqns. 2.2.1.a,b,c). Thematically, each
landcover dimension Xaspen, XDouglas-fir, and Xnon-forest had ratio scale, units of fuzzy
membership µ, 0.1 µ grain, and [0,1] µ extent (Table 3.1)—with conservative grain so as
to not over-represent the measurement precision of Douglas-fir concentration (MAE =
2.72, Table 2.4). Coinciding with the spatial dimension of the model universe as a whole,
spatial scale, unit, grain, and extent were ratio, meters, 30 meters, and 10,450 ha,
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respectively. Temporal dimension was not completely formalized; however, all
landcover membership values were computed from data collected between 2000 and
2002, and so thematic extent of the general landcover dimension was 3 years.
Aspen (Fig. 3.1) at least partially occupied (i.e., µaspen(x) > 0.0) 9700 cells,
representing 8.4%, or 873.00 ha, of the study area; Douglas-fir (Fig. 3.2) at least partially
occupied 23 208 cells (20.0%, or 2088.72 ha of the study area); and non-forest (Fig. 3.3)
at least partially occupied 110 152 cells (94.9%, or 9913.68 ha of the study area). These
values are positively biased, however, as individual cells x were not necessarily
completely occupied by any of the respective classes. They were therefore adjusted by
µa(x), and these adjusted study-area coverage rates—i.e., the “universal concentrations”,
µa(X)—of aspen, Douglas-fir, and non-forest were µaspen(X) = 5.7%, or 595.68 ha
(s2aspen(X) = 4.5%); µDouglas-fir(X) = 6.4%, or 668.83 ha (s2Douglas-fir (X) = 3.2%); and µnonforest(X)

= 87.9%, or 9185.94 ha (s2non-forest(X) = 52.2%). Aspen and Douglas-fir

concentrations were nearly equal, but spatial overlap was slight due to opposing northsouth trends (Fig. 3.1, c.f. Fig. 3.2).
Of the 9700 cells with non-zero aspen membership, 2719 cells, representing 2.3%
or 244.71 ha of the study area, were occupied purely by aspen, i.e., µaspen(x) = 1.0. The
remaining 6981 cells (628.981 ha) of non-zero aspen membership were occupied by
mixtures of: aspen/Douglas-fir (2116 cells; 1.8%, or 190.44 ha), aspen/non-forest (3652
cells, 3.1%, or 328.68 ha), and aspen/Douglas-fir/non-forest (1213 cells, 1.0%, or 109.44
ha). Because non-forest concentration was subtracted from the sum of aspen and
Douglas-fir concentrations and because Douglas-fir concentration was defined as aspen’s
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sole complement within the interior of stands, the membership of non-forest in aspen
patch interior cells was always zero.

Table 3.1. Dimension summary table of fuzzy landcover classes in X.
name/
label
aspen
Douglas-fir
non-forest

grain
900
900
900

spatial
2
units: m
extent
104,504,400
104,504,400
104,504,400

scale
ratio
ratio
ratio

grain
2 years
2 months
NA

temporal
units: -extent
2 years
2 months
NA

scale
nominal
nominal
NA

thematic
units: concentration (µ)
grain
extent
scale
0.1
1
ratio
0.1
1
ratio
0.1
1
ratio
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Figure 3.1. Spatial distribution of aspen concentration (i.e., fuzzy membership, or
fractional cover) over the model universe, N = 116 116.
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Figure 3.2. Spatial distribution of Douglas-fir concentration (i.e., fuzzy membership, or
fractional cover) over the model universe, N = 116 116.
The lagged (population) variance of aspen concentration increased from an apparent
nugget (i.e., lagged variance at zero-lag) of zero to a maximum of 0.045 from 300- to
390-meter lags, and then declined slightly to a nearly constant sill around 0.043 (Fig.
3.4), equal to the un-lagged population variance of aspen concentration. Lagged
population variance of Douglas-fir concentration also had an apparent nugget of zero, but
increased more slowly and to a lower maximum than that of aspen (0.031 between 360and 450-meter lags), and then declined slightly to approach its un-lagged population
variance of 0.030. Non-forest concentration, also with an apparent nugget of zero,
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Figure 3.3. Spatial distribution of non-forest concentration (i.e., fuzzy membership, or
fractional cover) over the model universe, N = 116 116. Although measured indirectly,
the class “other” can be loosely interpreted as “non-forest”.
increased most quickly to its maximum of 0.078, which it held from 330- to 390-meter
lags, and then declined to a nearly constant sill of 0.073—well below its un-lagged
population variance of 0.0522.
Standard deviation of the lagged population variances showed similar trends
between aspen, Douglas-fir, and non-forest concentrations (Fig. 3.5), but were larger than
their respective means by factors of approximately two to four. With respect to the
standard deviation about the mean lagged variance, aspen concentration’s spatial
distribution appeared more similar to that of non-forest than Douglas-fir. The coefficients
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(CV) of variation of lagged variance (Fig. 3.6) also showed similar trends among the
three landcover classes, although the lagged CV of non-forest concentration was notably
lower than that of aspen and Douglas-fir concentration, which were nearly identical.
The population mean spatial aggregation index (aggregram) of aspen
concentration increased from the theoretically mandatory value of 0.0 µ at zero-lag to a
maximum of 0.03 µ at a distance of 210 meters, and then declined smoothly through
randomness between 330 and 360-meter lags to consistently increasing segregation (Fig.
3.7). Aspen concentration’s increase toward and subsequent decrease from maximum
aggregation appeared symmetric about the maximum, and the change from aggregation to
segregation through randomness appeared to have an inflection point near 370-meter lag,
where the trajectory crossed the random threshold. The standard deviation of the
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Figure 3.4. Population variogram of landcover membership values (N = 116 116).
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Figure 3.5. Standard deviations, by lag, of the landcover-membership population
variogram (N = 116 116).
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Figure 3.6. Coefficients of variation of the spatially lagged variances (variogram) of
landcover concentration.
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population aggregram increased quickly from a minimum between 0.5 µ and 1.0 µ, and
reached a global maximum of 3.733 µ at the 330-meter lag (Fig. 3.8). From this
maximum it declined slightly and remained nearly constant at around 3.5 µ.
The population aggregram of Douglas-fir concentration remained close to zero
across all lags, with most lags having positive aggregation values (Fig. 3.7). Local
maxima were always positive, occurring between 90- and 120-meter lags, again between
720- and 810-meter lags, and finally above 1470-meter lags. Inversely, local minima
were always negative, and occurred at 240-meter, 390-meter, and between 990- and
1080-meter lags. The range of the aggregram was about an order of magnitude less for
Douglas-fir concentration than for aspen concentration, and Douglas-fir aggregation
appeared more cyclic over h. The standard deviation of the Douglas-fir aggregram
increased from its minimum between 1.5 µ and 1.0 µ nearly as quickly as that of aspen,
but reached a lower global maximum of 2.737 µ at the 390-meter lag. It likewise declined
slightly and became nearly constant over increasing lag, but at a proportionally lower
value of about 2.7 µ.
The population aggregram of non-forest concentration varied little. It had a single
maximum of 0.003 µ and a single minimum of –0.002 µ, both of which were maintained
for several lags. The standard deviation of non-forest aggregation was proportionally
lower than that of the two forest classes, rising from an apparent nugget of zero to a
maximum of 0.318 µ between 330- and 360-meter lags, and then falling slightly to a
near-constant value of 0.31 µ.
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Figure 3.7. Population mean aggregation index of aspen, Douglas-fir, and non-forest
concentrations over lag distance (N = 116 116).
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Figure 3.8. Standard deviation of the population mean aggregation index of aspen, Douglas-fir,
and non-forest concentrations over lag distance (N = 116 116).
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3.3.

Potential evapotransipration

Monthly mean daily potential evapotranspiration dimensions quantified the
expected mean depth of water removed daily from a cell over a given month for the years
1961-1990. As a whole, the vector of grids pET had interval scale (due to the lack of an
objective zero), extent of one year, and grain of one month; and each grid pETm {m =
1,2,…,12} in the vector pET had ordinal temporal scale (due to the variable length of
months) and singular temporal grain and extent equal to the length of the respective
months (Table 3.2). For both the vector as a whole as well as its elements, thematic scale
was ratio, thematic grain was 0.1 mm H20/day, and thematic extent varied from winter to
summer months.
Table 3.2. Dimension summary table for monthly potential evapotranspiration.
name/
label

spatial
units: m2

temporal
units: month*

thematic
units: 0.1 mm H20/day

grain
extent
scale
grain
extent
scale
grain
extent
pET1
30
104,504,400
ratio
January
January
ordinal
1
0
pET2
30
104,504,400
ratio
February
February
ordinal
1
0
30
104,504,400
ratio
March
March
ordinal
1
12
pET3
30
104,504,400
ratio
April
April
ordinal
1
18
pET4
30
104,504,400
ratio
May
May
ordinal
1
21
pET5
30
104,504,400
ratio
June
June
ordinal
1
24
pET6
30
104,504,400
ratio
July
July
ordinal
1
28
pET7
30
104,504,400
ratio
August
August
ordinal
1
37
pET8
30
104,504,400
ratio
September
September
ordinal
1
40
pET9
30
104,504,400
ratio
October
October
ordinal
1
30
pET10
30
104,504,400
ratio
November
November
ordinal
1
19
pET11
30
104,504,400
ratio
December
December
ordinal
1
0
pET12
* The temporal extent of the data used to calculate the PRISM temperature grids (Daly et al. 1994)—which were then
used to calculate pET—is [1961:1990], and so the monthly values of pET reflect trends within that period.

scale
ratio
ratio
ratio
ratio
ratio
ratio
ratio
ratio
ratio
ratio
ratio
ratio
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Figure 3.9. Spatial distribution of twelve months of potential evapotranspiration (0.1 mm
H20/day).
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Locations for which the monthly mean temperature was zero degrees C or
below (PRISM; Daly et al. 1994) had zero potential evapotranspiration. Therefore, all
cells in the months of January, February, and December, and a large contiguous portion
of the cells in November, had zero pET (Figure 3.9). Despite this artifact, mean pET
varied smoothly between a maximum of 6.523 mm in July and the winter minimum of
0.000 mm (Fig. 3.10). Range of pET reached a maximum in September, increasing
slowly from and then dropping back abruptly to zero in the winter months. The temporal
distribution appeared nearly symmetric about the July maximum, but mean values were
slightly lower and ranges were broader in fall months than their spring counterparts.
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Figure 3.10. Population (N = 116 116) monthly means and ranges of potential
evapotranspiration (pET), in mm of H2O per day.
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Potential evapotranspiration values were strongly positively correlated at small
spatial lags, but the spatial autocorrelation coefficient dropped more or less exponentially
to 0 ± 0.02 within 1170 meters (Fig. 3.11). The coefficient dipped slightly below zero at
spatial lags between 1260 and 1380 meters at temporal lags between 3 and 5 months, and
a slight saddle in autocorrelation occurred across all months between 690- and 1290meter lags. The temporal autocorrelation trend was less extensive than that of spatial
autocorrelation, but had a single high-low-high cycle over the growing season months
that dampened with increasing spatial lag.
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Figure 3.11. Spatio-temporal correlation structure (correlogram) of potential
evapotranspiration. Correlation coefficients were calculated for pET values at multiples
of 30-meter lags from 0 to 1500 m, and integer monthly lags from 1 to 6 months.
Potential evapotranspiration grids for the months of January, February, November and
December were excluded from the analysis due to either constant pET value of zero or
large, contiguous areas with zero pET (N = 116 116 spatial locations x 8 temporal
locations).
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3.4.

Aspen’s potential evapotranspiration niche.

Potential evapotranspiration in aspen-present (µaspen(x) > 0.0) and aspen-absent
(µaspen(x) = 0.0) samples both tracked the universal temporal pET pattern (Fig. 3.9), but
the aspen sample had lower mean pET than the non-aspen sample in each month of the
growing season (Fig. 3.12). (N.B. Due to large or completely universal patches of zero
pET, the months of January, February, November, and December are not included in this
description.) The magnitude of the (negative) difference in mean pET between aspenpresent and aspen-absent samples was small and relatively constant in the months from
March to July, increased dramatically to an August maximum, and then declined again in
September and October (Fig. 3.13).
The standard deviation about the mean pET for both aspen and non-aspen samples
generally increased from March minima to August and September maxima and then
declined sharply in October (Fig. 3.14). Variability in pET reached its maximum in
August where aspen was present, and in September where aspen was absent. Variability
of pET in the aspen sample was always lower than that of the non-aspen sample, and the
magnitude of this difference was slightly greater in the late growing season than the early
to middle growing season.
The aspen-pET response curves regressed with Generalized Additive Models
(GAM) for each month of the growing season are shown in Fig. 3.15. The ranges of pET
vary as shown in Figs. 3.9 and 3.12, and the eight cross-sectional response curves of
aspen’s pET niche are distributed across these monthly ranges. The April-July curves
each decreased monotonically with increasing pET, but in August, September, October,
and March, each monthly response curve was modal, decreasing nearly symmetrically
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about a single maximum at intermediate pET values. (N.B. GAMs tend to skew the
values at the edges of a variable’s range toward the values in the interior, so each of the
curves has a slight upward shift at the low-pET end of the range.) The maximum
expected aspen concentration over each pET month—or niche optimum—was lower in
the summer than at the vernal and autumnal edges of the growing season and higher in
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Figure 3.12. Distribution of pET values (0.1 mm H20/day) for aspen presence/absence
samples (binary resolution, with µaspen(x) > 0.0 classified as “presence”), distributed over
growing season months (n = 11 583). The boxes represent the range between the 2nd and
3rd quartiles of the data, medians are displayed as a white lines through the boxes, the
95% confidence intervals by pairs of staples, and outliers by horizontal lines.
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Figure 3.13. Mean pET ± 1 SD, by month, for aspen-present (n = 1038) sample, aspenabsent sample (n = 10 545), and difference between present and absent samples.
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Figure 3.14. Standard deviation of pET values by month, for aspen-present (n = 1038)
sample, aspen-absent sample (n = 10 545), and difference between present and absent
samples.
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The determinacy (dr) values of the eight aspen-pET response curves are plotted
over their respective months in Fig. 3.16, with their associated D2 values as a comparison
between the models and their respective null models (i.e., models with intercept term
only). The determinacy of aspen’s pET niche varied smoothly between maxima of nearly
0.80 at the edges of the growing season to a June minimum of about 0.73. D2varied
similarly, but with a far lower mean value across months, and greater amplitude in the
annual cycle.
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Figure 3.15. Aspen’s pET response curves over growing season months.
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Figure 3.16. The determinacy and D of aspen’s pET response curve (GAM, d.f. = 4) for
each growing season month.
The pruned regression tree (Appendix G) consisted of 40 terminal nodes with
mean indeterminacy (i.e., residual deviance) of 0.033. Its application to the population of
cells created geo-spatial maps of aspen-pET habitat (Fig. 3.17) and indeterminacy (Fig.
18). Their logical inverses, constraint and determinacy can also be interpreted from these
maps by subtracting the response and indeterminacy values from unity, or visually
inverting the color-bar legends.
The n = 11 530-cell training sample of the population was large and random, and
the regression tree assumed—and therefore imposed—no a priori distribution on the
data. The model of the empirical aspen-pET relationship may be assumed unbiased, and
the tree simply redistributed the measured aspen concentrations across the population as
expected aspen concentrations according to their position in pET-space. Thus, the
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Figure 3.17. Spatial distribution of aspen’s response (i.e., habitat) and constraint as a
function of potential evapotranspiration. The response/constraint values are draped over a
shaded relief surface, or hillshaded, with a solar azimuth of 315º and altitude of 45º.
universal expected concentration equaled the universal measured concentration,

µˆ aspen ( X ) = µ aspen ( X ) = 0.057 X = 595.68 / 10 450.44 ha. However, the large number of
zero-value aspen concentrations appeared to bias the distribution of expected
concentrations toward low, but non-zero, values (Fig. 3.19).
The population mean indeterminacy of the model aspen-pET relationship dr(X),
was 0.032, calculated by interpolating the expected indeterminacy values across the
population and averaging, with a large proportion of zero-values and no values estimated
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Figure 3.18. Indeterminacy of the model aspen-pET response/constraint. Field-measured
(binary) aspen polygons are superimposed to show spatial relationships between
indeterminacy and aspen presence. The (in-)determinacy values are hillshaded with a
solar azimuth of 315º and altitude of 45º.
above 0.25 (Fig. 3.20). Aspen-pET indeterminacy was positively correlated with
measured aspen concentration (r = 0.514) and strongly positively correlated with
expected aspen concentration (r = 0.940).
Unoccupied (by aspen) aspen habitat covered 4.8% of the study area, but was
more prevalent in the northern half of the area (Fig. 3.21), and nearly all non-zero aspen
concentrations were in excess of their expectation. Although only 2.0% of the area was
occupied jointly by aspen habitat and Douglas-fir, the correlation coefficient between
Douglas-fir concentration and aspen habitat was 0.344. The (un-lagged) correlation
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coefficient of measured and expected aspen concentration was 0.459, and was 0.383
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Figure 3.19. Sample frequency histograms of measured (left) and expected (right) aspen
concentration (n = 11,566).
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Figure 3.20. Sample frequency histogram of aspen-pET indeterminacy (n = 11 566).
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Figure 3.21. Expected-measured aspen habitat validation map. Increasing saturation of
blue represents over-occupied habitat; and increasing saturation of red represents underoccupied habitat. The validation values are hillshaded with a solar azimuth of 315º and
altitude of 45º.
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION

4.1.

Landcover

4.1.1. Spatio-thematic information relationships

Because aspen was the most relevant landcover class to quaking aspen ecology
and management, the highest priority was assigned to accurately measuring the spatial
distribution of its concentration. Although the accuracy of aspen cover field-measurement
was ultimately unknowable, its lower bound was surely finer than the 30-meter grain to
which the aspen polygons were rasterized. This coarsening of the original data—while
achieving a result less aesthetically pleasing than the finely grained polygons collected in
the field—removed the high-frequency noise created by variable personal expertise and
allows the final aspen cover maps to be compared to data similarly collected by other
observers. Such comparisons will allow robust detection of change in aspen cover over
time, and to this end, fine-grained field measurements of aspen patches sufficiently
coarsened to remove high-frequency spatio-thematic variation will be sufficient.
Douglas-fir, second in importance to aspen, was far more difficult to measure
precisely, and several steps—each with unknown accuracy—were required to transform
data measured in the field to the spatially distributed concentrations necessary for the
analyses performed. Obtaining the relatively small count (n = 139) of allometrically
transformed field measurements used to specify and calibrate the interpolation equation
was expensive of effort and time, such that no separate validation sample was available.
Anecdotally, it seems that many of the Douglas-fir concentrations at locations within the
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study area were below the thematic grain of the landcover dimension (i.e., many
locations with predicted Douglas-fir concentration of 0% appeared to have small—
between 1 and 2%—concentration of Douglas-fir). Conversely, Douglas-fir concentration
in some areas with high piñon or juniper concentration appeared to be overestimated,
probably due to the spectral similarity among these taxa.
The linking of Douglas-fir concentration to location was an interdisciplinary
product of forest mensuration, tree allometry, and remote sensing; and a series of model
validations comparing combinations of variants of these three steps would better inform
the process of canopy-cover mapping in the future. These three steps constrained the
thematic grain of the Douglas-fir dimension, which in turn constrained that of the aspen
and non-forest dimensions. In retrospect, expenditure of effort on measurement of
Douglas-fir concentration was probably extravagant in light of the results obtained, and,
although the relevance of Douglas-fir concentration to aspen concentration is still
assumed strong, an improvement of methods is necessary to warrant inclusion of
Douglas-fir in future studies.
Non-forest concentration was defined and measured as a necessity for fuzzy-sets
formalization, and its broad thematic reference—i.e., all that is neither aspen nor
Douglas-fir—allows only loose interpretations to be made on it. Relative to the
specificity of aspen and Douglas-fir classes, however, the relationship between nonforest’s thematic generality and its interpretability is itself of interest, as its broad
thematic reference appeared to limit the amount of information that could be extracted
from its spatial distribution. Although non-forest concentration’s lagged variances were
greater than those of aspen and Douglas-fir (reflecting greater spatial variability and thus
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potential spatial information) (Fig. 3.15,3.16), the coefficients of variation of those
lagged variances were relatively small (Figure 3.7), reflecting a more constant spatial
variance structure than the more specific classes. Despite this greater potential
information, neither aggregation nor segregation were identifiable in the spatial
distribution of non-forest concentration across a range of 50 lags (Fig. 3.8), and the
spatial distribution of non-forest concentration must therefore be concluded random with
respect to the analyses performed.
In general, these results suggest that too-broadly defined classes will have less
extractable spatial information (i.e., be more spatially random) than more restrictive
classes—and conversely, the same can surely be said of classes with overly restrictive
definition as well. The diminishing returns seem to have been caused by a
disproportionate coverage of the cells, wherein the coarsely defined class dominated the
membership of cells too highly to vary between neighbors. Further, comparisons made
between classes seem to be sensitive to the relative proportions of space occupied by each
class, and if so, comparisons of pattern in location are least confounded when the classes
hold equal proportions of the universe. It then follows that in cases where spatial and, by
extension, temporal distributions are to be compared between classes, thematic grain will
often need to be varied in order to create spatio-temporal maps of even thematic
proportions.

4.1.2. Biological landcover-location relationships

Extant spatial distribution of landcover-class concentration is biologically
interpretable with respect to past spatial distribution, and the most intuitive (if not most
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direct) tools for such descriptions are geographic mappings. Because location was only
included in the interpolation process as a nominal-scale dimension—i.e., no spatial
parameters such as might be used in kriging, etc. were used to attribute cells with
membership values—the spatial relationships described from the final maps are not
directly attributable to the models by which they were generated. Peters et al. (2003)
referred to this type of estimation as “spatially implicit”, and the data it generates are free
from spatial artifact beyond the grain and extent of their definition. However, because
only a single point in time (i.e., a plane in space-time) was measured in this case,
relationships between spatial distribution of landcover classes and their respective
biological modes of changing those distributions in time may only be conjectured.
Nevertheless, aspen—with a specific, clonally reproducing referent—was the
most spatially aggregated landcover class at small lags and the most segregated class at
larger lags (Fig. 3.7). Aspen’s broad spatial segregation is due to low universal
concentration and broad spatial trend (i.e., non-stationarity) (Fig. 3.1), and supports the
conclusion that aspen concentration is strongly constrained by its environment at broad
spatial scale. This is further reflected in that niche indeterminacy increases with niche
value and that at nowhere along the pET gradient does aspen’s niche value approach 1.0
(Fig. 3.15). Strong local aggregation of aspen concentration suggests that this broad
constraint is opposed by net-positive feedbacks of aspen concentration on itself—or selffacilitation—at locations only distinguishable at finer spatial grain. This local selffacilitation in otherwise marginal habitat may explain the persistence of aspen patches
from more continuous spatial distributions during times of lower environmental
constraint. The mechanism behind this apparent local self-facilitation may be driven by
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increased primary production under aspen canopies, which, through increased soil
organic matter and decreased soil temperature, may have led to increased soil waterretention and a microclimate more favorable to aspen presence than would exist if aspen
were less concentrated locally.
In relation to that of aspen, concentration of Douglas-fir—whose referent is
equally specific, but wind-dispersed—was more random overall, but was more
aggregated above the threshold lag of 360 meters and less aggregated below it (Fig.
3.18). Douglas-fir’s (model) niche can therefore be assumed indeterminate overall, and
relative to that of aspen, constraint on Douglas-fir concentration should be weaker at
coarse spatial grain and stronger at fine spatial grain.
Individually weak environmental constraints suggest an indeterminate—or
complex—niche; in the case of Douglas-fir concentration in the Book Cliffs, densitydependent mortality—or self-inhibition—from irruptions of the Douglas-fir beetle
(Dendroctonus pseudostugae, Hopkins) may explain the slight shift from aggregation to
segregation at intermediate lags, and erratic soil hydroperiods from decreased primary
production under Douglas-fir canopies may explain—as weak local self-facilitation—the
low aggregation at fine lags. Removal of fire, whose presence constrains Douglas-fir
concentration, may be responsible for increasing Douglas-fir’s niche value over the study
area; and anecdotal reports of site increases in Douglas-fir concentration due to fire
suppression confirm such a weakened constraint.
In general, the stronger aggregation of aspen compared to that of Douglas-fir
supports the conjecture that vegetation classes with stronger dispersal constraint should
tend toward greater aggregation than classes with weaker dispersal constraint, especially
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given an environment that is inhospitable to maintenance of extant concentrations.
Also, the indeterminacy of the niche appears to increase after the loosening of some
constraint, as the concentration of the released taxon increases to values set by some new
constraint.
As an alternative interpretation of aspen’s spatial discreteness, it is not
implausible that quaking aspen has an insignificant effect upon its own environment
everywhere, or that the effect of aspen presence on itself is constant in space. This would
require that aspen response to these potential environmental axes—which contain no
information on the effects of aspen—is likewise discretely distributed in space. However,
comparison of expected (i.e., habitat) and measured aspen maps (Figs. 3.17,3.18) shows
this is at least not the case for aspen in the environment of evapotranspiration dimensions.
I conjecture that, in the arid environment of the Book Cliffs, the niche optimum of
quaking aspen is located higher and with less dispersion on water availability gradients
than that of Douglas-fir, and that aspen will have stronger self-facilitation than Douglasfir at spatial grains near 30 meters. The former can be tested by comparing the niche
breadth of the two classes over water-availability axes, and the latter by a comparison of
recruitment at different densities of each class.

4.2.

Potential evapotranspiration

This study’s use of a potential, as opposed to actual, evapotranspiration dimension
to quantify water demand begs the question of whether potential or actual resource
gradients are preferable for modeling the niche of an organism. In this case, actual data
were not available and so the difference is moot; but generally, ecological intuition
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immediately suggests the latter upon grounds of realism. However, upon closer
inspection, one finds that most geo-spatial data relevant to ecology, from remotely sensed
landcover to spatially interpolated climate grids, require some form of model and
therefore represent expected, or potential, values with respect to the given model. The
important difference between the two is not in their connection to reality, but in their use
of variability relevant to the organism and its environment. The difference between actual
and potential evapotranspiration is that actual evapotranspiration inherits information
from the transpiring vegetation—and therefore brings circularity to the estimation of the
effect of the environment on that vegetation.
Under the general framework of the organism-environment dualism depicted in
Fig. 4.1, actual resource quantity at a location integrates information from both the
abiotic environment and the superimposed effect of the mixture of organisms at that
location. These fluxes, respectively called the environmental and organismal resource
signatures, are the effects of each compartment on resource quantity in time. Potential
evapotranspiration, as it was calculated here, treated the community composition as
constant, and was therefore insensitive to variation in it. It is thus a measure of the
abiotic, or environmental, resource signature, depicted as the black arrow from the
environmental energy compartment in Figure 4.1.
Clearly, it is necessary to include both abiotic and biotic effects when describing
an organism-environment relationship. As shown by this study, the abiotic signature can
be arrived at theoretically, by calculating the expectation with community effect held
constant. The biotic signature is not measurable directly, but must be arrived at by
subtracting the abiotic quantity from a quantity measured physically.
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4.3.

Aspen-pET relationships

As it was calculated, potential evapotranspiration quantifies a water demand
dimension that is insensitive to aspen concentration. It is thus one flow (arrow) in the
system shown in Fig. 4.1, namely, the environmental energy signature, or energy flow
from the environment to the organism. In order to fully describe the relationship between
aspen and its water-demand environment, the return signature of aspen’s water demand
must be quantified, possibly by a subtraction of the environmental signature from the

Figure 4.1. The subjective distinction between organism and environment separates the
class of interest (i.e., the organism) from the rest of the model universe (its environment)
in order to study changes of state in each relative to the other.
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environment+aspen signature (i.e., actual evapotranspiration where aspen is present).
Similarly, potential and actual water supply would need to be estimated as well in order
to quantify the entire aspen-water relationship.
Each of the response curves (Fig. 3.15) represents the balance of water and energy
supply (i.e., water demand) required by aspen for presence at a site. At the low end of
pET range, especially at the autumnal end of the growing season, aspen appears to be
strongly constrained by low energy. The most plausible explanation of this phenomenon,
given quaking aspen’s shade intolerance, is low incidence of photosynthetically active
radiation, such that these locations in general cannot support aspen’s metabolic economy
and therefore support less aspen than sites where this need is met more fully. This
relationship also appears over in March, but in April, May, June, and July, when sunlight
is less likely to be limiting, aspen finds weaker constraint on the low end of the pET
range. In none of these months is aspen’s expected concentration zero at low pET values,
however. Therefore, although low energy availability constrains aspen presence to some
degree, sufficient constraint of aspen by low sunlight is never reached within the extent
of this study.
Aspen’s response to pET declines to zero at high pET values in every month,
suggesting that low water availability is a stronger constraint to aspen’s presence than
low energy availability in the study area. However, as pET incorporates information most
directly on energy availability and only very indirectly on water availability, this
conclusion remains conjectural. Given the modal, nearly symmetric (albeit truncated)
response curves of aspen in the early spring and latter half of the growing season, the
study area’s aspen seems to be carrying out a supply-demand optimization between
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energy and water at those times, and the addition of a water supply dimension in each
month would provide a more informative set of axes upon which to distribute aspen’s
niche. Water supply is a function of soil moisture, and the addition of a monthly series of
potential soil water concentration maps would resolve this issue without confounding
potential and actual dimensions of water demand and supply.
The aspen-pET determinacy, which quantifies the singularity (or causal
sufficiency) of the aspen-pET response curve shows that nearly all of the variation in
aspen concentration over the study area is explainable by aspen’s model relationship to
pET (d΄r(X) = 0.968). However, the relationship’s indeterminacy increases with both
measured and expected aspen concentrations, so dense or pure aspen are unlikely
scenarios given this relationship. Comparatively, Douglas-fir concentration appears to be
strongly positively associated with aspen-pET indeterminacy, and may therefore be a
strong factor in aspen’s under-occupation of its habitat.

4.4.

Management implications

Interpretable as under- and overoccupied aspen habitat, the aspen validation map
(Fig. 3.21) can be considered a spatially explicit ecological hypothesis of the ability of
external environmental factors to change current measured aspen concentrations.
Whereas the majority of the Book Cliffs appear to be fully constrained to zero aspen
concentration by water demand (Fig. 3.17), large contiguous patches exist where
measured aspen concentration is either above or below its expected concentration.
Further, aspen-pET determinacy is negatively correlated with measured aspen
concentration, meaning that extant aspen concentrations are not assured by the pET
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environment. However, determinacy is also negatively correlated with expected aspen
concentration, and areas exist where aspen is absent, habitat exists, and determinacy is
low. Therefore, areas exist where management could increase aspen concentrations.
Management of aspen concentration is itself constrained by aspen’s relationships
to its environment. To sustain the societal values provided by aspen, it is the VFO’s
current management objective in the Book Cliffs to increase aspen concentrations in
suitable habitat. However, it is economically and biologically unfeasible to augment
aspen concentrations via seeds or seedlings, and impossible to expand aspen via
suckering where aspen is not currently in close proximity. Management is therefore
constrained to manipulate the environment at locations adjacent to existing aspen so as to
initiate clonal expansion. These rules are encoded in the equation:

′ ( xi , j ) ∩ µˆ aspen ( xi , j ) ∩ ∑ µ aspen ( xi +1, j +1 ) / 8 ,
δˆ ( xi , j ) = µ aspen

(4.4)

where the potential management dimension δˆ ( x ) is calculated for each cell xi,j using
′ ( xi , j ) , aspen’s niche or habitat value at x
fuzzy intersection of aspen absence at x µ aspen

µˆ aspen ( xi , j ) , and the mean aspen concentration at x’s 8 neighbors at a lag of one cell (30
meters)

∑µ

aspen

( xi ±1, j ±1 ) . The fuzzy intersection operator, ∩, calculates the minimum of

the three inputs to the equation, which translates, to “the minimum of aspen absence and
response at a location and aspen concentration at the 8 nearest neighbors to the location.”
Spatial projection of management potential values overlain on measured aspen
concentration is depicted in Figure 4.2. Although the overlaying of potential management
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visually obscures some of the smaller aspen stands completely, it is obvious from the
map that, given this management strategy, aspen increases will be mostly located on the
periphery of current aspen stands. The model projects a potential increase in aspen
concentration at 289 cells, which, when multiplied by the potential management value at
each cell, equal 0.14%, or 14.63 ha of the study area—a 2.46% increase from current
aspen concentrations in a single management period.
Locations where management, as defined above, has potential to increase aspen
concentration in the Book Cliffs are scattered diffusely in space and cover a small portion
of the landscape. The VFO will need to attain economy of scale in its management of

Figure 4.2. Spatial distribution of aspen management potential, overlaid on existing aspen
concentration. The potential management values are hillshaded with a solar azimuth of
315º and altitude of 45º.
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aspen increase in the Book Cliffs, and a suitable means to this end is prescribed fire—a
low-cost, coarsely applicable tool capable of treating large areas simultaneously.
Douglas-fir, occupying a large portion of under-occupied aspen habitat, may be the
primary reason for the longitudinal trend in aspen’s habitat occupation. As Douglas-fir
appears to be excluding aspen from suitable pET habitat in the study area, fires should be
prescribed both to regenerate aspen and kill Douglas-fir. Ungulate herbivory has been
shown in the literature to thwart aspen sucker recruitment, and so these fires will need to:
1) be coordinated with local ungulate removal until aspen suckers have reached a
sufficient height to avoid browsing of apical meristems, and 2) occur with sufficient
extent to satiate extant ungulate herbivory.
Where water demand is found to constrain distribution, promotion of increased
distribution by water supply should at least be conjectured. The deep, rapidly eroding
soils in the canyon bottoms, the rare, decadent willow stands, and the occasional sedge
species found in and adjacent to the study area suggest the conjecture that beavers
(Castor Canadensis, Kuhl) were once present in or near the study area. If beavers were
present, they may have increased soil and water retention in the canyons, and thereby
promoted aspen regeneration and persistence. Upon removal of beavers, their ecosystem
effects must also have been removed, and the riparian canyon bottoms began converting
(as they still appear to be) to sagebrush communities. Whereas beavers feed upon aspen
and may therefore have a gross negative effect, the increased atmospheric and soil water
concentration resulting from their presence may allow a net positive effect on aspen
concentration.
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The study area is located on a spatially discrete edge of aspen’s biogeographic
range, and it is on such a sharp ecotone that one would expect the most rapid changes in
aspen’s concentration over time (Brown 1995). So as to not blur the temporal origin of
the study, locations of past—but currently deceased—aspen concentrations were not
included in the measurement of aspen concentration during the 2000-2002 study period.
Both the measurement and regression of aspen’s concentration were therefore unbiased,
resulting in equal study-area concentrations of aspen and aspen habitat. Despite this lack
of historical bias, however, the large proportion (48%) of unoccupied habitat (4.8%)
relative to the study area’s aspen concentration (5.7%) corroborates Bartos and
Campbell’s (1998b) figure of 51% aspen loss in Utah since European settlement.
It appears that at least two of the three recognized factors—climate change and
conifer invasion—are acting to reduce aspen’s occupation of the study area, but with
differing patterns in space and time. The two factors do appear to be inter-related,
however. The northward trend of increasing aspen-habitat occupation by Douglas-fir
suggests an upslope invasion by Douglas-fir, which is not only more tolerant of shade,
but also of drought. Therefore, assuming that evapotranspiration is increasing over the
area, the Tavaputs Plateau may be experiencing a rapid upslope migration in droughttolerant vegetation communities due to regional warming, with aspen’s distribution
suffering at the leading edge due both to drought itself as well as shading by the tolerant
vegetation. This climate-vegetation effect may be even further exacerbated by ungulate
densities lagging behind their decreasing carrying capacities and over-exploiting the
diminishing aspen resource. This cascading climatic effect may be countered by
increasing fire-frequency and decreasing ungulate density, but if this climatic scenario is
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correct, the realization of aspen concentration in its evapotranspiration habitat by
amelioration of these factors may be liberal, as the monthly mean temperatures—and
therefore the monthly potential evapotranspiration estimates as well—may actually be
increasing above the values estimated.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

5.1.

Management implications

Realizing the relevance of aspen decline to land value, land managers seek means
of assessing and rehabilitating the coverage of aspen over the Intermountain West. The
Bureau of Land Management Vernal District Field Office (VFO), U.S. Forest Service
Rocky Mountain Research Station, and Utah State University Remote Sensing/
Geographic Information Systems Laboratory cooperated to assess quaking aspen
distribution, habitat, and exclusion by Douglas-fir in the Book Cliffs area of eastern Utah
(viz. Sharik et al. 1999). In expectation of adaptive aspen management in the Book Cliffs,
this project produced a primary, spatially explicit hypothesis of aspen concentration
increase in the Book Cliffs area. This hypothesis assumes and is directly testable by
management action, including prescribed fire, cutting, or any other action that makes use
of quaking aspen’s clonal regeneration and dispersal.
As quantified by potential evapotranspiration (pET), water demand was found to
limit the coverage of quaking aspen in the Book Cliffs, and it is hypothesized that
management to increase aspen coverage will be successful in negative proportion to that
constraint. Factors relevant to evapotranspiration cannot be controlled as management
tools, but other relevant factors (i.e., site disturbance, herbivore concentrations, shading
by conifers, etc.) may be to some degree controlled by human action to increase aspen
concentrations within the limits imposed by water demand. Therefore, this project
provides a guide for the spatial location of judicious management action over the Book
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Cliffs area with respect to aspen’s pET constraint. Much literature has been published
on aspen management tactics, and the reader is directed to DeByle and Winokur (1985)
for a comprehensive survey.

5.2.

Ecological implications

Through an intersection with fuzzy-sets theory (Zadeh 1965), the realized niche
(Hutchinson 1957, 1967) of quaking aspen in the Book Cliffs was re-formalized from its
traditional conception as a discrete volume to the more general model of a continuous
cloud in environmental space. At eight temporal locations (i.e., monthly averages) on a
potential evapotranspiration (pET) dimension, the centroid and diffusion of aspen’s niche
cloud were regressed as the value and deviance of the aspen-pET response curve (Austin
1980) using methods based on Maximum-Likelihood (Fisher 1922). Within this
generalized empirical niche theory, the centroid and deviance of aspen membership were
interpreted as sufficiency and determinacy of aspen-pET causation, and the complement
of aspen’s niche response was interpreted as its niche constraint.
Causation between organism and environment is surely bi-directional, and the use
of a potential, as opposed to actual, evapotranspiration dimension isolated the effect of
water demand on aspen concentration by externalizing the corollary aspen→water effect.
To complete the description of the aspen-water system in the Book Cliffs, however, a
subtraction of potential from actual water demand along the aspen concentration gradient
is needed to quantify aspen’s effect on water demand, and both potential and actual water
supply data are required to estimate the paired effects between aspen and water supply.
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5.3.

Methodological implications

Due largely to the geographic extent, ruggedness, and isolation of the Book Cliffs,
traditional forest inventories were un-economical in providing information to the VFO
(Benanti, unpublished data; Sexton, unpublished data). As an alternate methodology, this
project accessed interdisciplinary knowledge through GIS to inform aspen management
in the Book Cliffs. Published data and algorithms from climatological, hydrological, and
remote sensing sources were integrated through their common denominator of spatial
extension, and in return this project contributes vegetation information to that geographic
knowledge-base, as well as an affirmation of the disciplines found relevant to it.
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Appendix A. Glossary of terms.
cartographic scale:

ratio of measured to geographically mapped units.

cell:

raster model of location.

class:

dimension subject to set-theoretic interpretation.

concentration:

degree of presence of a theme within a location.

constraint:

the subspace of an environmental space wherein the class of
interest is logically “false” (sensu Hutchinson 1957);
complement of niche.

data:

set of formalized events.

determinacy:

degree to which a relationship between paired themes or events
is unique; in a model, the degree to which a relationship
between dimensions is a strict mapping of a value on one
dimension to one value on a second dimension. Determinacy
between two dimensions is quantified by the log-likelihood of
the modeled relationship between them, given the data.

dimension:

formalized property of the referent universe. The product of
dimensions defines a model universe.

empirical:

referring only to specified data.

environment:

relative to a specified organism, that which the organism is not
(i.e., the organism’s complement).

event:

that which is created by observation, linking location to theme.

expectation:

value of maximum likelihood (viz. Fisher 1922), given data and
model.

extent:

greatest difference between measured values on a dimension.

formalization:

definition or explication, for a dimension, of its grain, extent,
and unit.

grain:

smallest difference between measured values on a dimension.

habitat:

spatio-temporal extension (i.e., location) of niche value.
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identity:

uniqueness of value.

indeterminacy:

complement of determinacy. Degree of probabilistic
uncertainty between two themes or dimensions. Quantified by
negative twice the log-likelihood of the modeled relationship,
given the data.

interval (meas.) scale:

that level of measurement wherein identity, direction, and
distance are constant (viz. Stevens 1946).

location:

identity, or value, on a spatio-temporal dimension.

measurement:

formal observation, or assignment of value to unit via explicit
rule (viz. Stevens 1946).

measurement scale:

(viz. Stevens 1946) the explicitness of the quantification of a
measurement. Measurement scale is categorized into nominal,
ordinal, interval, and ratio scales.

model:

that which refers, through abstraction, to something else (i.e.,
its referent), either explicitly (i.e., through measurement), or
implicitly.

niche:

the subspace of an environmental space wherein the theme of
interest is logically “true” (sensu Hutchinson 1957)

nominal (meas.) scale:

that level of measurement wherein identity is explicit (viz.
Stevens 1946).

observation:

the linking of spatio-temporal to thematic value.

ordinal (meas.) scale:

that level of measurement wherein identity and direction are
explicit (viz. Stevens 1946).

organism:

relative to a defined environment, that which is not the
environment (i.e., the environment’s complement).

raster:

a ratio model of space (and, conceivably, time as well) wherein
location is defined by square cells.

rate:

type of dimension achieved by the division of one dimension
into another.

ratio (meas.) scale:

that level of measurement wherein identity, direction, distance,
and origin are explicit and constant (viz. Stevens 1946).
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referent:

that element of a universe to which is referred by its model.

response curve:

set of expected values of a taxon’s concentration over one or
more environmental dimensions (viz Austin 1980).

scale:

see cartographic scale
measurement scale.

theme:

a property of the referent universe to which a model dimension
refers.

truth:

value(s) taken as given and not questioned, and to which other
values are compared to assess their agreement, or truth value

truth value:

the degree to which a model value agrees with its referent

ultimate universe:

that assumed existence to which observation refers.

unit:

a dimensional label, to which is attached value in the process of
measurement.

universe:

the product of all dimensions or themes, or the sum of events.
See, however, ultimate universe.

validation:

comparison of model and referent values.

value:

location on a dimension.

vector:

1) an array of values with constant unit; or 2) a model of space
wherein location is defined by polygons of variable size and
shape.
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Appendix B. Book Cliffs flora.
(modified from VFO document, specific reference unavailable).
1. GRAMINOIDS
Agropyron cristatum
Agropyron dasystachum
Agropyron inerme
Agropyron smithii
Bromus carinatus
Bromus inerme
Bromus marginatus
Bromus tectorum
Carex geyeri
Carex nebraskensis
Carex praegracilis
Carex rossi
Catabrosa aquatica
Eliocharis palustris
Elymus cinerus
Equisetum arvense
Juncus balticus
Muhlenbergia asperfolia
Oryzopsis hymenoides
Phalaris arundinacea
Poa fendlerania
Poa pratensis
Poa secunda
Scirpus spp.
Stipa comata
Stipa columbiana
Stipa lettermannii
2. FORBS
Antenarria rosea
Aquilegea coerulea
Arenaria eastwoodii
Aster spp.
Astragalus spp.

crested wheatgrass
thickspike wheatgrass
beardless bluebunch
western wheatgrass
mountain brome
smooth brome
mountain brome
cheatgrass
elk sedge
Nebraska sedge
field clustered sedge
Ross’s sedge
brookgrass
common spikerush
Great Basin wildrye
horsetail
wiregrass
scratchgrass
indian ricegrass
reed canarygrass
muttongrass
Kentucky bluegrass
Sandberg bluegrass
bullrush
needle-and-thread
Columbia needlegrass
Letterman’s needlegrass

rose pussytoes
Colorado columbine
eastwood sandwort
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Castilleja flava
Castilleja chromosa
Cirsium arvense
Clematis hirsutissima
Cleome serrulata
Coreopsis tinctoria
Cryptandra spp.
Delphinium stachydeum
Echinocactus spp.
Erigeron spp.
Eriogonum spp.
Gallardia aristata
Geranium fremontii
Gillia aggregata
Grindelia squarrosa
Haplopappus acaulis
Helianthus spp.
Iris missouriensis
Lepidium montanum
Linum perenne
Lupinus caudatus
Macaeranthera canescens
Mahonia repens
Mertensia ciliata
Oenathera ceaspitosa
Opuntia polycantha
Pachistima mrysinites
Penstemon spp.
Phlox longifolia
Phlox hoodii
Polygonum spp.
Rannunculus acriforma
Sedum acre
Senecio spp.
Sisimbrium linifolium
Sphaeralcea cocinea
Taraxacum officinale
Thalictrum alpinum
Thermopsis montanum
Tragapogon dubius
Trifolium spp.
Vicia americanum

yellow painted cup
indian paintbrush
Canada thistle
Douglas clematis
Rocky Mountain beeplant
plains tickseed
Rocky Mountain larkspur
barrel cactus
daisy
buckwheat
common gaillardia
common geranium
skyrocket gillia
curly cup gumweed
stemless goldenweed
sunflower
Rocky Mountain iris
montana pepperweed
Lewis flax
scarlet lupine
hoary macaeranthera
Oregon-grape
mountain bluebell
evening primrose
plains prickly pear
mountain lover
longleaf phlox
hoods phlox
buckwheat
mountain buttercup
mossy stonecrop
narrowleaf hedgemustard
globemallow
common dandelion
alpine meadowrue
golden pea
goatsbeard
clover
American vetch
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3. SHRUBS AND TREES
Artemesia tridentata var. vaseyanna
Artemesia tridentata var. wyomingensis
Artemesia frigida
Acer negundo
Amelanchier utahensis
Atriplex canescens
Guiterrizea sarothea
Peraphyllum ramossisimum
Pinus ponderosa
Populus tremuloides
Prunus virginiana
Pseudotsuga menziesii
Purshia tridentata
Quercus gambelii
Rhus trilobata
Ribes aureum
Ribes cereum
Salix exigua
Sambucus cerulea
Sarcobatus vermiculatus
Symphoricarpos oreophilus
Tetradymia canescens

mountain big sagebrush
Wyoming big sagebrush
fringed sagebrush
boxelder
Utah serviceberry
fourwing saltbush
broom snakeweed
squawapple
ponderosa pine
quaking aspen
chokecherry
Douglas-fir
antelope bitterbrush
Gambel oak
squawbush
golden gooseberry
wax currant
coyote willow
elderberry
greasewood
snowberry
spineless horsebrush
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Appendix C. List of USGS 7.5-minute quadrangle digital elevation models relevant
to the Book Cliffs study site.
USGS 7.5 min quad name
P R SPRING
JIM CANYON
RAT HOLE RIDGE
SAN ARROYO RIDGE
SEEP CANYON
TOM PATTERSON CANYON

AGRC id USGS id
Q2340 39109D3
Q2342 39109D1
Q2242 39109E1
Q2341 39109D2
Q2240 39109E3
Q2241 39109E2
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Appendix D. glm_predict.aml
/*
=======================================================================
=
/* glm_predict.aml
1.0
2/24/2003
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Remote Sensing/ GIS Laboratories, Utah State University
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Program:
glm_predict.aml
/*
Purpose:
This program may be used to apply regression
equations output
/*
from S Plus to a set of predictor grids corresponding to
the
/*
predictor vectors used to train the regression.
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Usage:
(at grid prompt) glm_predict
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Notes:
This program is calibrated to a single dataset and is
therefore
/*
not intended for general use or distribution.
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/* Address:
Joe Sexton
/*
FRWS Dept.
/*
USU
/*
Logan, UT 84322-5230
/*
/*
sharpernail@yahoo.com
/*
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Input:
a set of predictor grids
/*
Output:
a grid of predicted values
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/*
History:
Joe Sexton
2/24/2003
Original coding
/*
Joe Sexton
2/25/2003
- add
comments
/*
- simplify
/*
John Lowry and Joe Sexton
2/28/2003
generalize the linear model and allow user I/O
/*=====================================================================
=========================================================
&if [show program] <> GRID &then
&return THIS AML MUST BE RUN FROM GRID
&severity &error &routine exit
&call queryuser
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&return
/*-----------------&routine queryuser
/*-----------------&type
&type
&sv class = [response 'Enter the thematic (i.e., landcover) class being
predicted (keep it short)']
&type
&type ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------&type Gaussian (a.k.a., "linear" regression) uses un-transformed linear
predictions
&type
&type Poisson uses the base-e exponential transformation of the linear
predictions
&type
&type Binomial (a.k.a, "logistic" or "logit" regression) uses the
reverse-logit transformation of the linear predictions
&type
&type (S Plus users: this is the "family" argument to glm())
&type ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------&type
&sv type = [response 'Enter the distribution of the response
<gaussian|poisson|binomial>' gaussian]
&type
&if [exists %class%_ -grid] &then kill %class%_ all
&select %type%
&when gaussian
&do
&call gaussian
&call gaussian_out
&end
&when poisson
&do
&call gaussian
&call poisson
&end
&when binomial
&do
&call gaussian
&call binomial
&end
&otherwise
&do
&type Bad Entry. Please type "linear" or "poisson" or
"binomial".
&call exit
&end
&end /* select
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&return
/*-----------------&routine gaussian
/*-----------------&sv ysign = [response 'Enter the sign (+ or -) of the y-intercept']
&sv y = [response 'Enter the (absolute) value of the y-intercept']
&type
&sv continue = .TRUE.
&sv i = 1
&do &while %continue% = .TRUE.
&if %i% < 2 &then
&do
&sv grid = [response [ quote Enter the name of predictor grid %i%]]
&sv sign = [response [ quote Enter the sign (+ or -) of the
coefficient for %grid%]]
&sv coef = [response [ quote Enter the (absolute) value of the
coefficient for %grid%]]
&type
&sv continue = [query 'Another grid <y/n>' .TRUE.]
&type
/* run the calculation
xxout%i% = (%grid% - %grid%) %sign% (%coef% * %grid%) %ysign% %y%
&end /* if
&else
&do
&sv grid = [response [ quote Enter the name of predictor grid%i%]]
&sv csign = [response [ quote Enter the sign of the coefficient for
%grid%]]
&sv coef = [response [ quote Enter the (absolute) value of the
coefficient for %grid%]]
&type
&sv continue = [query 'Another grid <y/n>' .TRUE.]
&type
/* run the calculation
xxout%i% = xxout[calc %i% - 1] %csign% %coef% * %grid%
&end /* do
&sv i = %i% + 1
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&end /* while
&if [exists %class%_lin -grid] &then kill %class%_lin all
rename xxout[calc %i% - 1] %class%_lin
/* get rid of intermediate grids
&sv c = 1
&do &until %c% = %i%
&if [exists xxout%c% -grid] &then
kill xxout%c% all
&sv c = %c% + 1
&end /* do until
&return
*/===================
&routine gaussian_out
/*===================
describe %class%_lin
&return
/*==================
&routine poisson
/*==================
&type
&type POISSON
&type
&type transforming the predictions...
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------/*EXPONENTIATE (BASE E) THE -(LOG-SCALE PREDICTIONS) TO LINEAR SCALE
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------&if [exists %class%_rate -grid] &then kill %class%_rate all
%class%_rate = exp(%class%_lin)
describe %class%_rate
kill %class%_lin all
&type
&type
***********************************************************************
****************
&type This grid can be interpreted as the predicted occurrence rate of
%class% in each pixel.
&type
***********************************************************************
****************
&type
&return
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/*=================
&routine logistic
/*=================
&type LOGISTIC
&type
&type transforming the predictions...
&type
/*---------------------------------------------------------------/*transform the linear predictions via the reverse-logit transform
/*---------------------------------------------------------------&if [exists %class%_prob% -grid] &then kill %class%_prob all
%class%_prob = 1 / (1 + exp(0 - (%class%_lin)))
kill %class%_lin
describe %class%_prob
&type
&type
***********************************************************************
*******************
&type This is a grid of the predicted probabilities of each pixel
having 100% cover of %class%.
&type If all predictor grids were representations of reflected
radiation,
&type then this grid is interpretable as a proportional cover.
&type If all predictor grids were ecologically causal to %class%
presence,
&type then this grid is interpretable as a potential grid of %class%,
i.e., a habitat map.
&type
***********************************************************************
*******************
&type
&return
/*-----------------&routine exit
/*-----------------&type An ERROR has occured with this aml...
&return
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Appendix E. round01.aml
/*
=======================================================================
=
/* round01.aml
2.0
2/24/2003
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Remote Sensing/ GIS Laboratories, Utah State University
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Program:
round01.aml
/*
Purpose:
Rounds a grid with range [0,1] to an arbitrary
thematic
/*
resolution, or grain, in the range (0,1). It was created
for
/*
thematically resampling fuzzy or fractional grids of
/*
predicted landcover to more accurately represent the
/*
certainty of the predictions, but it is generally useful
/*
for coarsening thematic resolution in the range (0,1).
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Usage:
(at grid prompt) round01
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Notes:
This program is a work in progress and no guarantee
is made
/*
on its behavior. It has only been tested for grids with
/*
range [0,1] and output resolutions in the range (0,1).
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/* Address:
Joe Sexton
/*
FRWS Dept.
/*
USU
/*
Logan, UT 84322-5230
/*
/*
sharpernail@yahoo.com
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Input:
a single grid with range [0,1] and thematic
resolution g'
/*
Output:
a single grid with range [0,1] and thematic
resolution g
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/*
History:
Joe Sexton
3/5/2003
Original coding
/*
3/10 - 3/11/2003
- comments,
test, debug, accidentally delete
/*
3/11/2003
- re-code
/*=====================================================================
=========================================================
&if [show program] <> GRID &then
&return THIS AML MUST BE RUN FROM GRID
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/*=====================================================================
=========
/*USER INPUT
/*---------&type
&if [exists x -grid] &then kill x all
x = [response 'Enter the name of the input grid']
&type
&type
&sv out = [response 'Enter the name of the output grid']
&if [exists %out% -grid] &then kill %out% all
&type
&type
&sv g = 2
&do &while %g% <= 0 | %g% >= 1
&sv g = [response 'Enter the thematic precision, or grain, of the
output grid']
&end
/*=====================================================================
=========
/*====================================
/*TRANSFORMATIONS
/*--------------&sv p = exp10(1 + int(0 - log10(%g%)))
&if [exists px -grid] &then kill px all
px = int(%p% * x)
&sv pg = float(%p% * %g%)
/*====================================
/*=====================================================================
============================
/*THE CORE ROUNDING CALCULATION
/*----------------------------%out% = con((px mod %pg%) >= %pg% / 2, (px - (px mod %pg%) + %pg%) /
%p%, (px - (px mod %pg%)) / %p%)
/*=====================================================================
============================
/*=========
/*CLEAN-UP
/*--------
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kill px all
/*=========
&return
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Appendix F.

fuzzy_sumto1.aml

/*
=======================================================================
=
/* fuzzy_sumto1.aml
1.0
3/5/2003
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Remote Sensing/ GIS Laboratories, Utah State University
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Program:
fuzzy_sumto1.aml
/*
Purpose:
This program adjusts a set of (landcover) grids such
that
/*
the sum of all the output grids will equal 1.0 at each
pixel.
/*
This is accomplished by 1) reducing the value of any pixel
where
/*
the sum is >1 by an equal amount for every input grid, and
/*
2) creating an "other" grid, which will equal the
difference
/*
between 1.0 and the sum of the input grids.
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Usage:
(at grid prompt) fuzzy_sumto1 (at grid prompt)
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Notes:
This program is a work in progress an no guarantee is
made
/*
on its behavior.
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/* Address:
Joe Sexton
/*
FRWS Dept.
/*
USU
/*
Logan, UT 84322-5230
/*
/*
sharpernail@yahoo.com
/*
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Input:
fractional landcover grids
/*
Output:
fuzzy input grids [0,1]
/*
fuzzy "other" grid [0,1]
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/*
History:
Joe Sexton
3/5/2003
Original coding
/*=====================================================================
=========================================================
&if [show program] <> GRID &then
&return THIS AML MUST BE RUN FROM GRID
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&severity &error &routine exit
&call cleanup
&call sumto1
&return
/*-----------------&routine cleanup
/*-----------------&return

&routine sumto1
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/*CREATE A TOTAL COVER GRID
/*-THIS WILL BE USED TO ADJUST GRIDS TO COMPLY
/* WITH FUZZY RULE: MEMBERSHIP VALUES FOR EACH PIXEL MUST SUM TO 1.0
/*=====================================================================
==========
&type
&sv classcount = [response 'Enter the number of landcover themes (not
including OUT class)']
&type
&sv i = 1
&do &while %i% <= %classcount%
&if [exists raw_%i% -grid] &then kill raw_%i% all
&sv i = %i% + 1
&end
raw_1 = [response [quote Enter the name of (raw) landcover grid #1]]
&if [exists fuz_total -grid] &then kill fuz_total all
fuz_total = raw_1
&sv i = 2
&if [exists temp -grid] &then kill temp all
&do &while %i% <= %classcount%
&type
raw_%i% = [response [quote Enter the name of (raw) landcover grid
#%i%]]
temp = fuz_total + raw_%i%
kill fuz_total all
fuz_total = temp
kill temp all
&sv i = %i% + 1
&end
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describe fuz_total
/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------/*ADJUST ASPEN AND DOUG-FIR FRACTIONAL COVER GRIDS TO PARTIALLY COMPLY
/*WITH FUZZY RULE ABOVE: "IN" MEMBERSHIP VALUES WILL SUM TO LESS THAN
1.0
/* -THE "OTHER" GRID IS ADDED TO FORCE SUMMATION EQUAL TO 1.
/*=====================================================================
===========
&if [exists fuz_other -grid] &then kill fuz_other all
fuz_other = fuz_total - fuz_total + 1
&if [exists temp -grid] &then kill temp all
&sv i = 1
&do &while %i% <= %classcount%
&type
&sv class = [response [ quote Enter the name of the landcover class
represented by grid #%i% ]]
&if [exists fuz_%class% -grid] &then kill fuz_%class% all
&type
&type -----------------------------------------&type "fuzzified" grid will be named fuz_%class%
&type -----------------------------------------&type
if(fuz_total > 1.0) then fuz_%class% = raw_%i% - ((fuz_total - 1.0) /
(%classcount%))
else fuz_%class% = raw_%i%
&type
describe fuz_%class%
kill raw_%i% all
temp = fuz_other - fuz_%class%
kill fuz_other all
fuz_other = temp
kill temp all
&sv i = %i% + 1
&end /*while
kill fuz_total all
&type
describe fuz_other
&type
&return
/*-----------------&routine exit
/*-----------------&type An ERROR has occured with this aml...
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&return
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Appendix G. pruned aspen tree (S Plus output).
node), split, n, deviance, yval
* denotes terminal node
1) root 11566 539.200000 0.059940
2) pet.10<11.5 1703 280.800000 0.285600
4) pet.10<10.5 1185 205.400000 0.317800
8) pet.7<55.5 110 13.580000 0.195500
16) pet.4<16.5 68 10.730000 0.302900 *
17) pet.4>16.5 42
0.790700 0.021430 *
9) pet.7>55.5 1075 190.000000 0.330300
18) pet.4<17.5 379 70.560000 0.389700
36) pet.8<46.5 197 35.060000 0.332200
72) pet.4<15.5 10
1.392000 0.695000 *
73) pet.4>15.5 187 32.280000 0.312800 *
37) pet.8>46.5 182 34.140000 0.451900
74) pet.6<52.5 41
7.576000 0.574400 *
75) pet.6>52.5 141 25.770000 0.416300 *
19) pet.4>17.5 696 117.400000 0.297900
38) pet.6<54.5 174 15.920000 0.145400 *
39) pet.6>54.5 522 96.040000 0.348800
78) pet.10<7.5 25
2.523000 0.136000 *
79) pet.10>7.5 497 92.330000 0.359500
158) pet.3<5.5 234 45.790000 0.421600
316) pet.8<49.5 133 24.230000 0.350800
632) pet.9<26.5 113 22.300000 0.383200
1264) pet.7<60.5 94 18.900000 0.425500
2528) pet.5<36.5 89 17.420000 0.405100
5056) pet.8<48.5 71 13.190000 0.350000 *
5057) pet.8>48.5 18
3.166000 0.622200 *
2529) pet.5>36.5 5
0.782000 0.790000 *
1265) pet.7>60.5 19
2.397000 0.173700 *
633) pet.9>26.5 20
1.141000 0.167500 *
317) pet.8>49.5 101 20.010000 0.514900 *
159) pet.3>5.5 263 44.830000 0.304200
318) pet.6<55.5 35
6.747000 0.448600 *
319) pet.6>55.5 228 37.240000 0.282000
638) pet.7<61.5 62
6.799000 0.183900 *
639) pet.7>61.5 166 29.620000 0.318700
1278) pet.5<37.5 31
6.852000 0.509700
2556) pet.8<51.5 13
1.682000 0.796200 *
2557) pet.8>51.5 18
3.332000 0.302800 *
1279) pet.5>37.5 135 21.370000 0.274800
2558) pet.4<19.5 38
4.194000 0.190800 *
2559) pet.4>19.5 97 16.810000 0.307700
5118) pet.8<51.5 36
4.274000 0.215300 *
5119) pet.8>51.5 61 12.040000 0.362300
10238) pet.6<58.5 33
7.385000 0.447000
20476) pet.5<38.5 27
5.207000 0.325900 *
20477) pet.5>38.5 6
0.002083 0.991700 *
10239) pet.6>58.5 28
4.143000 0.262500 *
5) pet.10>10.5 518 71.420000 0.212000
10) pet.7<59.5 121
4.729000 0.052480 *
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11) pet.7>59.5 397 62.670000 0.260600
22) pet.4<19.5 177 30.340000 0.329700
44) pet.9<29.5 61 11.420000 0.427000 *
45) pet.9>29.5 116 18.040000 0.278400
90) pet.6<57.5 87 11.300000 0.219500 *
91) pet.6>57.5 29
5.532000 0.455200
182) pet.5<38.5 19
3.369000 0.605300 *
183) pet.5>38.5 10
0.921000 0.170000 *
23) pet.4>19.5 220 30.800000 0.205000
46) pet.8<52.5 83
6.705000 0.097590 *
47) pet.8>52.5 137 22.560000 0.270100
94) pet.4<20.5 69 14.510000 0.397800
188) pet.3<6.5 64 13.660000 0.428900 *
189) pet.3>6.5 5
0.000000 0.000000 *
95) pet.4>20.5 68
5.781000 0.140400 *
3) pet.10>11.5 9863 156.700000 0.020980
6) pet.10<12.5 615 55.370000 0.124100
12) pet.7<61.5 220
8.285000 0.053410 *
13) pet.7>61.5 395 45.370000 0.163500
26) pet.3<6.5 196 26.370000 0.209700
52) pet.7<62.5 51
4.235000 0.118600 *
53) pet.7>62.5 145 21.570000 0.241700
106) pet.4<19.5 52
4.681000 0.119200 *
107) pet.4>19.5 93 15.670000 0.310200 *
27) pet.3>6.5 199 18.170000 0.118100 *
7) pet.10>12.5 9248 94.340000 0.014120
14) pet.10<13.5 857 33.650000 0.055190
28) pet.8<54.5 388
6.014000 0.022040 *
29) pet.8>54.5 469 26.860000 0.082620 *
15) pet.10>13.5 8391 59.090000 0.009921 *
> summary(aspen.tree.p)
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APPENDIX H: shortwavc.aml
/*
=======================================================================
=
/* @(#)shortwavc.aml
1.4
09/14/2000
10:12:41
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Lab for synthetic dynamic vegephenomenology
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Program: SHORTWAVC.AML
/*
Purpose: This program calculates the shortwave radiation received
/*
at the surface of the earth over a period of time. For
the
/*
given day(s), it calculates the sunset and sunrise times
/*
and intergrates solar radiation from sunrise to sunset
each
/*
day.
/* Reference: This AML program was used for work published as:
/*
Kumar, L., Skidmore, A.K., Knowles, E., (1997) Modelling
/*
Topographic Variation in Solar Radiation in a GIS Envi/*
ronment. International Journal of Geographical Informa/*
tion Science, 11(5): 475-497.
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Usage: &r shortwavc
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Notes: This AML was originally coded as "shortwave.aml" by Lalit
/*
Kumar. For northern hemispheres, the code had an error.
/*
When calculating the terrain-based overhsadowing, the
/*
sun passed always north of the target cell. However, the
/*
calculation of the radiation intensity was correct. To
/*
adjust the code for northern hemispheres, the
shortwavc.aml
/*
was developed.
/*
In ArcInfo 8.0.2 raises to fractional powers cause
errors,
/*
which is a bug that will be fixed in AI 8.2. CALVIN
TOLKAMP
/*
suggested the workaround for this problem.
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/* Addresses: Lalit Kumar
/*
School of Geography
/*
University of New South Wales
/*
Sydney 2052
/*
Australia
/*
/*
p2114659@geog.unsw.edu.au
[nez: doesn't work anymore]
/*
/*
Niklaus E. Zimmermann
/*
Swiss Federal Research Institute WSL
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/*
Dept. of Landscape Dynamics
/*
CH-8903 Birmensdorf
/*
Switzerland
/*
/*
niklaus.zimmermann@wsl.ch
/*
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Input: DEM
/*
Output: radiation covers
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
History: Lalit Kumar
- ...
- Original coding
/*
Lalit Kumar
- 5/08/1997 - Last Modifications
/*
Niklaus E. Zimmermann - 11/21/1998 - Corrections (Nhemisph.)
/*
Niklaus E. Zimmermann - 8/14/2000 - Adjustments to AI
8.0.2
/*
Niklaus E. Zimmermann - 9/26/2002 - Corr. latitudes >
+/-66°
/*=====================================================================
====
/*
/*
/* &args cover outgrid latdeg daystart dayend timeint
&if [show program] ne GRID &then
grid
&s cover = [response 'ENTER NAME of DEM OF SITE']
&if ^ [exists %cover% -grid] &then
&return &error Grid %cover% does not exist.
&s outgrid = [response 'ENTER OUTGRID NAME']
&if [exist %outgrid% -grid] &then
&return &error Grid %outgrid% already exists.
&s latdeg = [response 'ENTER LATITUDE IN DEGREES']
&if ^ [variable latdeg] &then
&return &error need a valid latitude
&s daystart = [response 'ENTER JULIAN DATE FOR DAY TO START
CALCULATION']
&if ^ [variable daystart] or %daystart% < 1 or %daystart% > 365 &then
&return &error please enter a start day between 1 and 365
&s dayend = [response 'ENTER JULIAN DATE FOR DAY TO END CALCULATION']
&if ^ [variable dayend] or %dayend% < 1 or %dayend% > 365 &then
&return &error please enter an end day between 1 and 365
&s timeint = [response 'ENTER TIME INTERVAL IN MINUTES']
&if ^ [variable timeint] or %timeint% <= 0 &then
&return &error please enter a time greater than zero
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&s
&s
&s
&s
&s

time = %timeint% * 0.0043633 /* convert minutes into radians
daynumber = %daystart%
pi = 22 / 7
degtorad = 2 * %pi% / 360
latitude = %latdeg% * %degtorad%

&if [exist slopegrid -grid] &then kill slopegrid all
slopegrid = slope(%cover%)
&if [exist slopegrid2 -grid] &then kill slopegrid2 all
slopegrid2 = slopegrid * %degtorad%
&if [exist aspectgrid -grid] &then kill aspectgrid all
aspectgrid = aspect(%cover%)
&if [exist aspectgrid1 -grid] &then kill aspectgrid1 all
/* change so that surface azimuth is zero at south
if (aspectgrid == -1) aspectgrid1 = 0
else if (aspectgrid le 180) aspectgrid1 = 180 - aspectgrid
else aspectgrid1 = 540 - aspectgrid
&if [exist aspectgrid2 -grid] &then kill aspectgrid2 all
aspectgrid2 = aspectgrid1 * %degtorad%
&if [exist outgrid0 -grid] &then kill outgrid0 all
outgrid0 = hillshade (%cover%, 0, 0, shadow)
&if [exist initialgrid1 -grid] &then kill initialgrid all
initialgrid = outgrid0 * 0
kill
kill
kill
kill
&if
&if
&if
&if
&if

outgrid0 all
slopegrid all
aspectgrid all
aspectgrid1 all

[exist
[exist
[exist
[exist
[exist

sungrid -grid] &then kill sungrid all
wattsgrid -grid] &then kill wattsgrid all
wattsgrid2 -grid] &then kill wattsgrid2 all
shaded -grid] &then kill shaded all
cosi -grid] &then kill cosi all

&do &until %daynumber% > %dayend%
/* See Eq 7
&s Io = [calc 1.367 * ( 1 + 0.034 * [cos [calc 360 * %degtorad% * ~
%daynumber% / 365]] )]
/* See Eq 4
&s decl = [calc 23.45 * %degtorad% * [sin [calc %degtorad% * 360 * ~
( 284 + %daynumber% ) / 365]]]
/* See Eq 6
/* This line needed to be adjusted to latitudes exceeding 66.5° N/S
&if
[calc -1 * [tan %latitude%] * [tan %decl%]] lt -1.0 &then
/*nez: check that x is not >1.0 for acos(x)
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&s sunrise = [acos -1.0]
/*nez:
"
&else &if [calc -1 * [tan %latitude%] * [tan %decl%]] gt 1.0 &then
/*nez:
"
&s sunrise = [acos 1.0]
/*nez:
"
&else
/*nez:
"
&s sunrise = [acos [calc -1 * [tan %latitude%] * [tan %decl%]]]
/*orig
"
&s sunset = -1 * %sunrise%
/* To ensure calculations are at half the time interval
&s hourangle = %sunrise% - ( %time% / 2 )
&s pass = 1
&do &until %hourangle% < %sunset%
&ty day : %daynumber%
&ty pass: %pass%
/* See Eq 2
&s solaralt = [asin [calc [sin %latitude%] * [sin %decl%] + [cos
%latitude%] * ~
[cos %decl%] * [cos %hourangle%]]]
&s test = [tan %decl%] / [tan %latitude%]
/* See Eq 3
&if ( [cos %hourangle%] > %test% ) &then
&s solaraz = [asin [calc [cos %decl%] * [sin %hourangle%] /
[cos %solaralt%]]]
&else &if ( [cos %hourangle%] < %test% ) &then
&s solaraz = %pi% - [asin [calc [cos %decl%] * [sin
%hourangle%] / [cos %solaralt%]]]
&else &if ( %test% = [cos %hourangle%] and %hourangle% >= 0 )
&then
&s solaraz = %pi% / 2
&else &if ( %test% = [cos %hourangle%] and %hourangle% < 0 )
&then
&s solaraz = -1 * %pi% / 2
&end /* don't ask :))
&if ( %solaraz% >= 0 ) &then
&s solarazdeg = %solaraz% * 57.29578
&else
&s solarazdeg = 360 - ( [abs %solaraz%] * 57.29578 )
/* See Eq 11
/* Below is the original code, which doesn't run under AI
8.0.2 (no raise to fractional powers)
/*&s M = [calc ( 1229 + ( 614 * [sin %solaralt%] ) ** 2 ) **
0.5 - 614 * [sin %solaralt%]]
/* Calvin Tolkamp proposed the workaround below:
&s M = [calc [sqrt [calc 1229 + ( 614 * [sin %solaralt%] ) ** 2
]] - 614 * [sin %solaralt%]]
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&s e = 2.7182818
/*nez

/*This is to back-calculate the tau-value

/*&s tau = [calc ( 0.56 * ( %e% ** ( -0.65 * %M% ) + %e% ** (
-0.095 * %M% ) ) )]
/*nez
/*&ty Solaralt: %solaralt%, Air mass: %M%, Tau: %tau%
/*nez
/* See Eq 15
/* Below is the original code, which doesn't run under AI
8.0.2 (no raise to fractional powers)
/*&s Is = %Io% * 0.56 * ( %e% ** ( -0.65 * %M% ) + %e% ** ( 0.095 * %M% ) )
/* Calvin Tolkamp proposed the workaround below:
&s Is = %Io% * 0.56 * ( [exp [calc -0.65 * %M% ]] + [exp [calc
-0.095 * %M% ]] )
&s solaraltdeg = %solaralt% * 57.29578
/*sungrid = HILLSHADE (%cover%, %solarazdeg%, %solaraltdeg%,
shadow) /*nez: was disabled because it is wrong in N-lat.
&if ( %solarazdeg% <= 180 ) &then
/*nez: added to correct for northern lat.s
&s azi = [calc ( 180 - %solarazdeg% )]
/*nez:
"
&else
/*nez:
"
&s azi = [calc ( 180 + ( 360 - %solarazdeg% ) )]
/*nez:
"
/*&type %azi%, %solarazdeg%
/*nez:
"
/*nez:

sungrid = HILLSHADE (%cover%, %azi%, %solaraltdeg%, shadow)
"

/*&ty outgrid = hillshade(DEM, %solarazdeg%, %solaraltdeg%,
SHADOW) /*nez: test for corrections -> are OK
/*&ty outgrid = hillshade(DEM, %azi%, %solaraltdeg%, SHADOW)
/*nez:
"
/* See Eq 16
cosi = sin(%decl%) * (sin(%latitude%) * cos(slopegrid2) cos(%latitude%) * ~
sin(slopegrid2) * cos(aspectgrid2)) + cos(%decl%) *
cos(%hourangle%) * ~
(cos(%latitude%) * cos(slopegrid2) + sin(%latitude%) *
sin(slopegrid2) * ~
cos(aspectgrid2) ) + cos(%decl%) * sin(slopegrid2) *
sin(aspectgrid2) * ~
sin(%hourangle%)
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/* Trust me on the following two lines (You always need to
fudge a little).
if (cosi lt 0) shaded = 0
else shaded = 1
wattsgrid = %Is% * cosi * sungrid * shaded * 60 * %timeint%
wattsgrid2 = wattsgrid + initialgrid
kill wattsgrid all
kill initialgrid all
kill sungrid all
kill shaded all
kill cosi all
rename wattsgrid2 initialgrid
&s hourangle = %hourangle% - %time%
&s pass = %pass% + 1
&end
&s daynumber = %daynumber% + 1
&end
%outgrid% = int(initialgrid)
/* NOTE : THE UNITS FOR RADIATION IN THE OUTGRID ARE kJ/m^2/timeperiod
/* If these are to be converted to MJ/m^2/day, then they should be
divided by 1000 * no. of days.
kill initialgrid all
kill aspectgrid2 all
kill slopegrid2 all
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APPENDIX I: diffuse.aml
/*
=======================================================================
=
/* @(#)diffuse.aml
1.2
09/14/2000
10:12:41
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Lab for synthetic dynamic vegephenomenology
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Program: DIFFUSE.AML
/*
Purpose: This program calculates the diffuse radiation received at
/*
the surface of the earth over a period of time.
/*
For the given day(s), it calculates the sunset and
sunrise
/*
times and intergrates solar radiation from sunrise to
sunset
/*
each day.
/* Reference: This AML program was used for work published as:
/*
Kumar, L., Skidmore, A.K., Knowles, E., (1997) Modelling
/*
Topographic Variation in Solar Radiation in a GIS Envi/*
ronment. International Journal of Geographical Informa/*
tion Science, 11(5): 475-497.
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Usage: &r diffuse
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Notes: This program is still in draft mode. Other factors such
as
/*
sky view factor and anisotropy will also be added over
time.
/*
In ArcInfo 8.0.2 raises to fractional powers cause
errors,
/*
which is a bug that will be fixed in AI 8.2. CALVIN
TOLKAMP
/*
suggested the workaround for this problem.
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/* Addresses: Lalit Kumar
/*
School of Geography
/*
University of New South Wales
/*
Sydney 2052
/*
Australia
/*
/*
p2114659@geog.unsw.edu.au
[nez: doesn't work anymore]
/*
/*
Niklaus E. Zimmermann
/*
Swiss Federal Research Institute WSL
/*
Dept. of Landscape Dynamics
/*
CH-8903 Birmensdorf
/*
Switzerland
/*
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/*
niklaus.zimmermann@wsl.ch
/*
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Input: DEM
/*
Output: radiation covers
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
History: Lalit Kumar
- ...
- Original coding
/*
Lalit Kumar
- 5/08/1997 - Last Modifications
/*
Niklaus E. Zimmermann - 11/21/1998 - Corrections (Nhemisph.)
/*
Niklaus E. Zimmermann - 14/08/2000 - Adjustments to AI
8.0.2
/*=====================================================================
====
/* &args daystart dayend outgrid timeint
&sv okc [close -all]
&sv prog [show program]
&if %prog% ne GRID &then
&do
grid
&end
&setvar cover := [response 'ENTER NAME of DEM OF SITE']
&if ^ [exists %cover% -grid] &then
&return Grid %cover% does not exist.
&setvar outgrid := [response 'ENTER OUTGRID NAME']
&if [exist %outgrid% -grid] &then
&return Grid %outgrid% already exists.
&setvar latdeg := [response 'ENTER LATITUDE IN DEGREES']
&setvar daystart := [response 'ENTER JULIAN DATE FOR DAY TO START
CALCULATION']
&setvar dayend := [response 'ENTER JULIAN DATE FOR DAY TO END
CALCULATION']
&setvar timeint := [response 'ENTER TIME INTERVAL IN MINUTES']
&setvar
&setvar
&setvar
&setvar
&setvar

time = %timeint% * 0.0043633 /* convert minutes into radians
daynumber = %daystart%
pi = 22 / 7
degtorad = 2 * %pi% / 360
latitude = %latdeg% * %degtorad%

&if [exist slopegrid -grid] &then kill slopegrid all
slopegrid = slope(%cover%)
&if [exist slopegrid2 -grid] &then kill slopegrid2 all
slopegrid2 = slopegrid * 0.0174532
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&if [exist cosslope -grid] &then kill cosslope all
cosslope = cos(slopegrid2 * 0.5)
&if [exist cosslope2 -grid] &then kill cosslope2 all
cosslope2 = cosslope * cosslope
&if [exist sinslope -grid] &then kill sinslope all
sinslope = sin(slopegrid2 * 0.5)
&if [exist sinslope2 -grid] &then kill sinslope2 all
sinslope2 = sinslope * sinslope
&if [exist aspectgrid -grid] &then kill aspectgrid all
aspectgrid = aspect(%cover%)
&if [exist aspectgrid1 -grid] &then kill aspectgrid1 all
aspectgrid1 = int(aspectgrid + 0.5)
&if [exist aspectgrid2 -grid] &then kill aspectgrid2 all
aspectgrid2 = aspectgrid1 * 0.0174532
&if [exist outgrid0 -grid] &then kill outgrid0 all
outgrid0 = hillshade (%cover%, 0, 0, shadow)
&if [exist initialgrid -grid] &then kill initialgrid all
initialgrid = outgrid0 * 0
kill
kill
kill
kill
kill
kill

outgrid0 all
slopegrid all
aspectgrid all
aspectgrid1 all
cosslope all
sinslope all

&if [exist wattsdiffuse -grid] &then kill wattsdiffuse all
&if [exist wattsrefl -grid] &then kill wattsrefl all
&if [exist wattsgrid2 -grid] &then kill wattsgrid2 all
&do &until %daynumber% > %dayend%
&setvar Io = [calc 1.367 * ( 1 + 0.034 * [cos [calc 360 * 0.0174532 *
%daynumber% / 365 ] ] ) ]
&setvar decl = [calc 23.45 * 0.0174532 * [sin [calc 0.0174532 * 360 * (
284 + %daynumber% ) / 365 ] ] ]
&setvar sunrise = [ acos [calc -1 * [tan %latitude% ] * [tan %decl% ] ]
]
&setvar sunset = -1 * %sunrise%
&setvar hourangle = %sunrise% - ( %time% / 2 ) /* To ensure
calculations are at half the time interval
&setvar pass = 1
&do &until %hourangle% < %sunset%
&type daynumber
&type %daynumber%
&type pass
&type %pass%
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&setvar solaralt = [asin [calc [sin %latitude% ] * [sin %decl% ] +
[cos %latitude% ] * [cos %decl% ] * [cos %hourangle% ] ] ]
&setvar test = [tan %decl%] / [tan %latitude%]
&if ( [cos %hourangle% ] > %test% ) &then &setvar solaraz = [asin [calc
[cos %decl% ] * [sin %hourangle% ] / [cos %solaralt% ] ] ]
&else &if ( [cos %hourangle% ] < %test% ) &then &setvar solaraz =
%pi% - [asin [calc [cos %decl% ] * [sin %hourangle% ] / [cos %solaralt%
] ] ]
&else &if ( %test% = [ cos %hourangle% ] and %hourangle% >= 0 ) &then
&setvar solaraz = %pi% / 2
&else &if ( %test% = [ cos %hourangle% ] and %hourangle% < 0 ) &then
&setvar solaraz = -1 * %pi% / 2
&end
&if ( %solaraz% >= 0 ) &then &setvar solarazdeg = %solaraz% * 57.29578
&else &setvar solarazdeg = 360 - ( [abs %solaraz%] * 57.29578 )
/* Below is the original code, which doesn't run under AI 8.0.2 (no
raise to fractional powers)
/* &setvar M = [ calc ( 1229 + ( 614 * [ sin %solaralt% ] ) ** 2 )
** 0.5 - 614 * [ sin %solaralt% ] ]
/* Calvin Tolkamp proposed the workaround below:
&s M = [calc [sqrt [calc 1229 + ( 614 * [sin %solaralt%] ) ** 2 ]] 614 * [sin %solaralt%]]
&setvar e = 2.7182818
/* Below is the original code, which doesn't run under AI 8.0.2 (no
raise to fractional powers)
/*&setvar tau = 0.56 * ( %e% ** ( -0.65 * %M% ) + %e% ** ( -0.095 *
%M% ) )
/* Calvin Tolkamp proposed the workaround below:
&s tau = [calc ( 0.56 * ( [exp [calc -0.65 * %M% ]] + [exp [calc 0.095 * %M% ]] ) ) ]
wattsdiffuse = %Io% * (0.271 - (0.294 * %tau%)) * cosslope2 *
sin(%solaralt%) * 60 * %timeint%
wattsrefl = 0.20 * %Io% * (0.271 + (0.706 * %tau%)) * sinslope2 *
sin(%solaralt%) * 60 * %timeint%
/* Note : the factor 0.20 in the above equation is the albedo of the
surface.
wattsgrid2 = wattsdiffuse + wattsrefl + initialgrid
kill wattsdiffuse all
kill wattsrefl all
kill initialgrid all
rename wattsgrid2 initialgrid
&setvar hourangle = %hourangle% - %time%
&setvar pass = %pass% + 1
&end
/* &system rm -f log
&setvar daynumber = %daynumber% + 1
&end
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%outgrid% = int(initialgrid)
/* NOTE : THE UNITS FOR RADIATION IN THE OUTGRID ARE kJ/m^2/timeperiod
/* If these are to be converted to MJ/m^2/day, then they should be
divided by 1000 * no. of days.
/* wattsw = initialgrid / 1000
kill initialgrid all
kill aspectgrid2 all
kill slopegrid2 all
kill cosslope2 all
kill sinslope2 all
/*quit
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APPENDIX J: etp_jen.aml
/*
=======================================================================
==
/* @(#)etp_jen.aml
2.1
4/05/1999
15:33:41
/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Lab for synthetic dynamic vegephenomenology
/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Program: ETP_JEN.AML
/*
Purpose: Calculate monthly average values for daily potential
evapo/*
transpiration, using the Jensen-Haise empirical formula.
/*
This equation was specifically designed for the arid
Inter/*
mountain West. The Jensen-Haise equation is based on the
/*
following climatic variables:
/*
- monthly mean values of solar radiation (in kJ/m^2/day).
/*
- monthly mean values for average temperature (in 1/10
deg.C)
/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Usage: &r etp_jen
/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Notes: ETp(jen) [mm/day] = Rs(0.025Ta + 0.08)
/*
Rs: radiat. in units equiv. in mmm of water
(=245J/cm^2/day)
/*
Ta: monthly mean Temp. [deg. Celsius]
/*
/*
N.B.: The output is in INT(1/10mm) !!
/*
/*
245J/cm^2 = .245*10^-4kJ/m^2;
/*
thus the term 'Rs*10' (in order to get 1/10mm) becomes:
/*
= ((Rs / .245 * 10^-4) * 10)
/*
= (Rs / 245.)
/*
/* ----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Input: tave1, tave2, ...., sflux_mm1, sflux_mm2, ...
/*
Output: etp_jen1, etp_jen2, ... etp_jen12
/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
History: Niklaus E. Zimmermann - 9/18/1997 - Original coding
/*
Niklaus E. Zimmermann - 1/26/1998 - Modifications
/*
Niklaus E. Zimmermann - 4/05/1999 - Last modifications
/*
=======================================================================
==
&ty ''
&ty ''
&ty '-----------------------------------------------------------------------------'
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&ty ' Generating grids of pot. evapotranspiration using the JensenHaise eqn.
'
&ty '-----------------------------------------------------------------------------'
&ty ''
&ty ' This AML assumes that all radiation grids have the same base
name, with an '
&ty ' index number indicating the month (e.g. sflux1, sflux2, ....,
sflux12). The'
&ty ' same is expected for the temperature grids. The temperature
grids are assu-'
&ty ' med to by in 1/10 Deg. Celsius, and the radiation grids are
assumed to have'
&ty ' values in kJ/m^2/day. Please adjust (and rename) the grids prior
to running'
&ty ' this AML.'
&ty ''
&ty '-----------------------------------------------------------------------------'
&ty ''
&ty ''
&if [show program] ne GRID &then &do
&ty Attention: This AML only runs in GRID. Start grid and re-run the
program.
&ty
&goto done
&end
&sv sel = [response 'Do you want to continue (y/n)
']
&if %sel% EQ 'Y' OR %sel% EQ 'y' &then &goto next
&else &goto done
&label next
&sv rad = [response 'Enter path & name (without index# for months) of
radiation grids
']
&if ^ [exist %rad%1 -grid] &then
&return &error Grid %rad%1 does not exist!
&sv tav = [response 'Enter path & name (without index# for months) of
temperature grids ']
&if ^ [exist %tav%1 -grid] &then
&return &error Grid %tav%1 does not exist!
&sv mm = 1
&label loop
if (%tav%%mm% le 0.) etp_jen%mm% = int(0)
else etp_jen%mm% = int((%rad%%mm% / 245.) * ((float(%tav%%mm% / 10.)
* .025) + 0.08))
endif
&if %mm% eq 12 &then
&goto done
&else
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&sv mm = %mm% + 1
&goto loop
&label done
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APPENDIX J:
/*
=======================================================================
==
/* @(#)etp_jen.aml
2.1
4/05/1999
15:33:41
/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Lab for synthetic dynamic vegephenomenology
/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Program: ETP_JEN.AML
/*
Purpose: Calculate monthly average values for daily potential
evapo/*
transpiration, using the Jensen-Haise empirical formula.
/*
This equation was specifically designed for the arid
Inter/*
mountain West. The Jensen-Haise equation is based on the
/*
following climatic variables:
/*
- monthly mean values of solar radiation (in kJ/m^2/day).
/*
- monthly mean values for average temperature (in 1/10
deg.C)
/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Usage: &r etp_jen
/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Notes: ETp(jen) [mm/day] = Rs(0.025Ta + 0.08)
/*
Rs: radiat. in units equiv. in mmm of water
(=245J/cm^2/day)
/*
Ta: monthly mean Temp. [deg. Celsius]
/*
/*
N.B.: The output is in INT(1/10mm) !!
/*
/*
245J/cm^2 = .245*10^-4kJ/m^2;
/*
thus the term 'Rs*10' (in order to get 1/10mm) becomes:
/*
= ((Rs / .245 * 10^-4) * 10)
/*
= (Rs / 245.)
/*
/* ----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
Input: tave1, tave2, ...., sflux_mm1, sflux_mm2, ...
/*
Output: etp_jen1, etp_jen2, ... etp_jen12
/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------/*
History: Niklaus E. Zimmermann - 9/18/1997 - Original coding
/*
Niklaus E. Zimmermann - 1/26/1998 - Modifications
/*
Niklaus E. Zimmermann - 4/05/1999 - Last modifications
/*
=======================================================================
==
&ty ''
&ty ''
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&ty '-----------------------------------------------------------------------------'
&ty ' Generating grids of pot. evapotranspiration using the JensenHaise eqn.
'
&ty '-----------------------------------------------------------------------------'
&ty ''
&ty ' This AML assumes that all radiation grids have the same base
name, with an '
&ty ' index number indicating the month (e.g. sflux1, sflux2, ....,
sflux12). The'
&ty ' same is expected for the temperature grids. The temperature
grids are assu-'
&ty ' med to by in 1/10 Deg. Celsius, and the radiation grids are
assumed to have'
&ty ' values in kJ/m^2/day. Please adjust (and rename) the grids prior
to running'
&ty ' this AML.'
&ty ''
&ty '-----------------------------------------------------------------------------'
&ty ''
&ty ''
&if [show program] ne GRID &then &do
&ty Attention: This AML only runs in GRID. Start grid and re-run the
program.
&ty
&goto done
&end
&sv sel = [response 'Do you want to continue (y/n)
']
&if %sel% EQ 'Y' OR %sel% EQ 'y' &then &goto next
&else &goto done
&label next
&sv rad = [response 'Enter path & name (without index# for months) of
radiation grids
']
&if ^ [exist %rad%1 -grid] &then
&return &error Grid %rad%1 does not exist!
&sv tav = [response 'Enter path & name (without index# for months) of
temperature grids ']
&if ^ [exist %tav%1 -grid] &then
&return &error Grid %tav%1 does not exist!
&sv mm = 1
&label loop
if (%tav%%mm% le 0.) etp_jen%mm% = int(0)
else etp_jen%mm% = int((%rad%%mm% / 245.) * ((float(%tav%%mm% / 10.)
* .025) + 0.08))
endif
&if %mm% eq 12 &then
&goto done
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&else
&sv mm = %mm% + 1
&goto loop
&label done

